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Possible H1N1 scare on campus

October 22,2009
Volume 104, Issue 42
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ByH.atherLindcr

Radio program
adds new
perspective
Radio program
TransTalk brings
transgender awareness
and issues to the
radio waves | P»gt J

Combating
the panic
pandemic
The HlNl virus panic
should be dealt with
less panic and more
common sense, as
discussed in our staff
editorial | Page 4

be given [to the health department! are of hospitalized
patients," Snyder said, explainAn on-campus University stu- ing why it is hard to decipher
dent has confirmed testing whether or not the infected peopositive for the HlNl strain of ple are students or not.
influenza at the Wood County
"The reason we only test [the
Hospital on Tuesday after con- hospitalized] is we know it's
tracting flu-like symptoms.
here," she said. "Our behavior
The student wishes to remain really doesn't change if it's HlNl
anonymous to avoid hostile or seasonal flu."
reactions due to the panicked
Accord ing to Snyder, someone
atmosphere surrounding HlNl. suffering from flu-like sympThe student has since vacated toms would typically be given
MNHUll 'HE BG NEWS
campus to avoid spreading the a rapid test by a doctor to deterQUARANTINE:
Kohl
Hall
has
become
the
latest
victim
o(
swine
flu
fears,
thanks to a
virus.
mine whether type A or type
WhiletheWoodCountyHealth B influenza is present. If the confirmed case of the disease on campus.
Department was unable to veri- patient tests positive for type A
fy cases of infected University influenza, he or she could have for testing, and four to seven
According to the Center for
students specifically, Public HlNl, although not necessarily. days later, HlNl is confirmed Disease Controland Prevent ion's
Health Information Technology HlNl isamutated strain of type or denied.
Web site, 4,093 specimens testSpecialist Pat Snyder confirmed A influenza.
"While not all type A's are ed by the United States World
that she has received reports of
In order to confirm a case of HlNl," Snyder said, "almost all Health Organization and reportpatients in Wood County testing HlNl, a type A influenza suffer- that have been followed up on ed to the CDC were positive for
positive for HlNl.
er must take a nasal swab. The now are."
influenza. The CDC's Web site
"The only reports that have to swab is then sent to a laboratory
also states that all influenza A
Wood County is not alone.
Pulse Editor

The debate
between good
and evil

viruses being reported to them
were HlNl viruses.
Despite much public information regarding HlNl and 41
states having reported widespread influenza activity, public fear and anxiety still remain
about the alleged pandemic
HlNl will bring.
Rumors of students infected
with HIM influenza (informally known as swine flu) have
been quickly spreading across
campus, some brought on my
mere flu symptoms, others by
Facebook statuses declaring
swine flu contraction. These
rumors and allegations have
caused residence hall dwellers
to resort to drastic precautionary measures, including liberally spraying disinfectant on
door handles and posting signs
SeeH1M1|Page2

ZOMBIE INVASION

Colmnist Eric Rhoades
explains how Stanley
Kubrick has become
one of the greatest
directors in the history
offilm | Pag*4

Democrats
take on
insurance laws

f&

Democrats will launch
a fight against

Michelle Olmstr-.id

insurance company
exemption
from antitrust
laws | Page 5

Stepping up in
a tough field
Falcon football
quarterbacks Adrian

IK'spilr I lie facl
I lull Halloween Is still

Hodges and Chris
Wright step up on a

nmrr I h.i n ;i week aw a\, I ho
cammis will soon he crawling
vviih zombies
(he apocalypse
iH'^an last ni;..;hl.
"Humans vs. Zombies" is an
elalmraieil version of tag played
h\ members of ltd Untie.nl.

field usually
dominated by Freddie
Barnes | Page 6

uliii li has Urn a sliuleiil orga
ni/alion on campus since 2007.

her who
have volunteered and
are chosen In he
"Original /omhiev"
I hesr Original Zombies will
start (he "infection" In lagging
or "reeding" on members ol
I he Human learn. I he /omhies
musl tag ;i I 111 ma II a( leas) nut e
even A clays* otherwise ihe\
"siar\c-oui," and are ilien out ol
normal game play, according lo
Humans defend themselves
from /omhies with a variet) ol
unique equipment, \erl slxle

weapon ol choice*.
I low OUT, members max
also use \'\ ( blowpipes
with sol) roam darts, balled
up socks or marsh mallows.
'I prefer sinks," said senior

(he \ei I hlasicrs will jam/'
While (be game continues
24/7, (here are "sale /ones"
where regular game plax
is prohibited. Staircases,

with (he exception of a sol num

Kiosk hopes to connect USG to students
Undergradute Student Government works toward becoming more accessible
ByMattLiuw

Reporter
Becoming more in touch with
the student body has always
been one of the main goals
of Undergraduate Student
Government and at Monday
night's meeting, USG brainstormed ways to best represent
the University.
How are you
combatting the
swine flu?

"lOur main goal is) bring- cerns. Schiazza stressed that
ing USG to students," Student displaying the kiosk the Union
Welfare Committee Chair during peak lunch hours makes
Christopher Schiazza said. He the group easier to contact than
also presented to members his they currently are.
Students are encouraged to
new plan for a kiosk that will be
visit their office in 404 Union.
in the Union.
Schiazza said that having Schiazza stressed that not
the kiosk in the Union makes many students know they are
it convenient for students to
SeeUSG|Paqe2
approach different members
of USG with questions or con-

Out-of-state students may suffer come spring
By Hannah Nuuar
Reporter

DOMONIQUE
PETTYGMJE
Junior, Supply Chain
Management

"Dodging people who
look sick." j Page 4

The 3.5 percent tuition increase,
set to take effect this spring, may
force some out-of-state students
to dig deeper in their pockets.
Starting Spring 2010, the
instructional fee will jump from
$3,889 to $4,020 per semester for
all students. Additionally, general fees will go from $633 this
semester to $660. Together, this

"It's already harder
because we have to
pay more than they
[in-state] students do."
Stephanie Longmire | Freshman

means each student, regardless
of residency, will pay an extra
$158 starting next semester.

As of this fall, tuition for a
non-resident is $8,176 per year,
which has been increased to
$8,334 next semester due to the
increased tuition.
The non-resident fee, which
has not increased since fall 2005,
is $7,308 per academic year, or
$3,654 per semester, for full-time
non-resident students.
See TUITION | Page 2

Charlie Brown musical brings
out inner kid in theatre cast
By Andrew Farr
Reporter

also a tribute to the work of
Charles Schulz.
"You get to watch these
Beginning tonight, (he cast characters who are supposed
and crew of the fall musical to be kids, played by adults,"
will bring the classic Peanuts Carder said. "It's definitely a
characters to life in "You're lot of laughs."
a Good Man, Charlie Brown"
The musical will feature
as part of the University's the main characters of the
family weekend.
Peanuts comic strips, speThe popular musical
spin-off of Charles Schulz's
See CHARLIE B | Page 2
Peanuts comic strips originally ran on Broadway in 1967.
According to a University
"You're a Good Man,
press release, the Theatre
and Film Department's proCharlie Brown"
duction of the musical will
take on a newer version that
■ -Eva Marie Saint Theatre
also appeared on Broadway
in University Hall
in 1999.
■ -Thursday-Saturday 8
The musical is directed by
p.m.
Macaela Carder, a doctoral
■ -Saturday and Sunday 2
student of theatre who said
p.m. matinees
she became interested in
working on the musical over
■ -$12 for students, adults
the summer and jumped at
■ -$6 for children, $5 for
the chance. Carder said the
seniors
musical basically follows
■ -Box office 419-372-2719
a day in the life of Charlie
for more information
Brown, but in many ways is
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BLOTTER
TUESDAY
OCT. 20

From Page 1

2:59 A.M.
Renato Ugarte. of Findlay. was
cited (or making a false alarm
and underage under the influence at Kreischer.
3:27 P.M.
Complainant reported her
credit card was stolen at the
Wood County Hospital.
3:27 P.M.
Complainant reported he
was being harassed within the
200th block of Bainbridge
Road
5:31P.M.
Alexander Peters, of Genoa,
Ohio, was cited for criminal
trespass at Ashley Hall.
7:45 P.M.
Kelly Venia. 19. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for theft
within the 100th block of W.
Gypsy Lane.
9.02 P.M.
James Perry. 31. of Toledo.
was arrested for warrant and
Shaun Powell. 26. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for drug
abuse within the 1000th block
of Fairview Ave.
9:57 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime during the night he
was attacked by unknown
subject(s) in which his watch
was taken within the 100th
block N. Main St.
10:23 P.M.
Complainant reported
unknown subject(s) were
skateboarding loudly in the
parking lot.

*

H1N1

ONLINE: Go to bgvewscom for the
complete blotter list

on bedroom doors warning incomers 10 wash hands prior to
entering rooms.
Hcaltli care officials are
quick to remind the public that,
although MINI is highly contagious, it is preventable.
"It's the flu," Snytler said. "We
ask the same things with seasonal flu sufferers. Try to stay
away from people if you're sick,
especially since MINI is affecting the younger population."
With recommendations to
avoid physical contact with
others, rumors of quarantining
the ill are also running rampant. No such language is being
used by the University, though,
neither online nor according
to University officials. Health

TUITION
From Page 1

Gary Swegan, assistant vice
president/director of admissions, said the tuition increase
will affect all University students the same dollar amount,
regardless of state residency,
because it is only a change in
regular fees — not non-resident
fees.
"Moiled down in its simplest
form, an out-of-state student
is going to be impacted the
same way an in-state student
is," Swegan said.
While non-resident fees are
not increasing, out-of-state students have mixed feelings about
the tuition increase. Senior Ian
Kenyon of Eau Claire, Wis.. said
he feels the tuition increase is
necessary.
"I wouldn't say I support it,
because I'm paying for it. but I
understand why the University
does it," he said. "It's just how
Universities run; they always
increase tuition at some point."
Senior Ross Duncan, from

Center officials were unable to
be reached for comment.
"The Health Center is the
medical authority on campus,"
said Senior Associate Director
of Residence Life Sarah Waters.
"If we have students asked to isolate themselves, that's what the
students are doing. [Influenza
Sufferers] are not required to
leave campus. However, they
arc encouraged to go home if
they can."
Waters said the health center is basing all recommendations off of information from
the CDC. If those recommendations change, the University
will adapt its recommendations
to students and Staff as well.
The University not only
encourages sick students on
campus to take action, but
has also adopted an infectious disease operations plan

in conjunction with lirelands
Campus. The document, which
can be found online, is dated
Sept. 10, 2009, and contains 14
pages of information regarding the planning and response
to be enacted in the event of
an influenza epidemic in Wood
County.
Even with these plans in
place, the University has yet
to officially confirm any diagnosed cases of MINI on campus.
"I would think if you know
people with influenza symptoms they have 11 INI," Snydcr
said. "Kvcn if it's not confirmed,
you want to take the same precautions either way. If labeling MINI makes students take
more precautions, that could
he a pro argument for testing
more eases of Type A influenza."

Caldwell. Texas, said despite the
hike, tuition at the University is
still a very good deal compared
to other schools.

in the sense that students could
be paying the $131 this fall and
then again in the spring."
The University was granted
authority to raise tuition effective this fall, Swegan said, but
chose to wait until spring 2010.
Swegan said he does not
expect non-resident student
enrollment to decrease, due in
part to an increase in recruitment efforts. This year's recruiting season 1,100 off-campus
recruiting programs have been
scheduled, in comparison with
last year's 670.
"We're very optimistic that we
have significantly increased our
recruitment activity," he said.
"Part of our increased recruitment is being more aggressive
out-of-state."
The University is actively recruiting in New York,
Indiana, Pennsylvania, Illinois.
Maryland and New lersey.
Swegan said the University
"had two or three years of slight
decline [in non-resident enrollment!... but 1 think we'll continue to move it in the right
direction."

"I don't think it |the increase]
is that bad for the quality of
the school overall," lie said. "I
think they [Ohio residents] take
for granted how cheap tuition
really is [at the University.]"
But other non-resident students feel the tuition increase
is unfair.
"It's already harder because
we have to pay more than they
lin-slate students] do," said
freshman Stephanie Longmire
from Detroit. Mich.

Freshman Eileen Leili from
I'inellas County, 1'la. , said she
plans on paying for tuition next
semester by taking out more
school loans.
"It's actually a lot harder
because that means less money
I can use for my personal use... it
makes me frustrated." she said.
Swegan said the new tuition
rate is likely here to stay.
"You can pretty reasonably
say anytime fees go up, it's forever," he said. "It could be worse

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE

ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
SUNDAY OCT. 18TH- SATURDAY THE 24™
Stop by the Wellness Connection (214 Student Recreation Center)
to pick up your own alcohol poisoning informational magnet

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

ZOMBIES
From Page 1

buildings and loading docks arc
among the "safe-zones," where
neither team can be stunned
The play area is between
Wnosler St. and Merry Avenue
and between Thurstin Avenue
and Mercer Road. Oak ('.rove
Cemetery is strictly off limits.
Players must also wear a current BCi Undcad bandanna at
all times. Zombies wear these
bandannas on their heads and

humans wear their bandannas
around the arms or ankles.
"The humans have won more
than the zombies have, so I'd
like to see the zombies win just
to even the score," Stewart said.
"Generally you can tell within the
first couple of days."
BG tJndead president Landon
Kin); is a junior at the University.
A member of the organization
since his freshman year, King
has received comments from
bystanders tanging from intrigue
to hostility.
"We'll have people comeupand
ask. 'What are you guys doing?' or
'Where can I join?' ()r, we'll have
people hanging out of bedrooms
or buildings saying, Hey look
over there!'
"At one (Mint, I've actually gotten the comment that Tin a 'Nerf
heathen,"- King said.
"I really just like the camaraderie because, you know, when

order hand sanitizcr that will
feature the USG logo on it to
hand out to students at events.
From Page 1
The idea stemmed from the
previous Saturday when USG
able to approach the office. The featured a table at Preview
kiosk was created so USG will Days and didn't have anything
he right by the Union when- to hand out to students.
ever anyone would like to speak
The idea was tossed back
and forth at meetings since
with a member.
The cost of the kiosk would the summer and Chief of Staff
be a total ofS692 and funded by Emily Ancinec presented finer
the USG budget that was voted details. The costs will be a total
on last month. The budget is of $600 for 565 .5oz bottles,
completely funded bv student breaking down to about SI.06
per bottle, which prompted
fees.
College of Education and many different members to
Human Development Senator share how they thought that
questioned if the group should was a bit much. There is also a
spend nearly S700 on the kiosk setup fee of S50.
and Arts and Sciences Senator
Much more planning and
Danielle McCnnnell suggested brainstorming is going into the
that members build their own band sanitizers and the kiosk.
Finally, another step towards
kiosk.
Schiazza said it's more bringing USG closer to stuappealing to order the kiosk dents is their use of the online
they planned to because it social networking sites. USG
looks professional and is porta- now can be followed on Twitter
ble. He added that the kiosk is at twitter.com/BG_USG and
Facebook with their fan page,
an investment into the future.
Other plans were debated at labeled "BGSU Undergraduate
the meeting, including plans to Student Government."

USG

CHARLIE B
From Page t

ALCOHOL POISONING
SYMPTOMS
Person cannot be awakened.
Person has cold, clammy, pale or bluish skin.
Person has slow or irregular breathing.
Person is vomiting while passed out and does not wake up.

you're playing the game for the
week, it really bands people
together," he said.
Roughly 300 students participated in the spring game, said
King. With an additional 200
people signing up to be on the list
proc since then, he estimates that
•100 people will be playing this
semester.
Humans vs. Zombies is not
strictly limited to students, either,
as staff and faculty members are
welcomed to join in on the feeding.
"Our faculty advisor right now,
lennifer Brown, might be playing," King said. "We have one or
two other faculty members playing."
Stewart said her favorite part of
BG Undead is the friendships that
grow from Humans vs. Zombies.
"1 really loved how in the game
people meet who never would
have met otherwise," Stewart
said. "There's so many stories
of students from opposite ends
of the campus, or with opposite
majors who would have never
met otherwise, and they become
friends.
"One night, two people can
be running from Zombies, and
then they get talking, and the
next night, they're best friends,"
Stewart said.
The Final Stand will be held
on the evening of October 29,
which will determine whether
the Humans or the Zombies will
ultimately prevail.

cifically those from the 1999
musical.
These characters
will include Charlie and
Sally Brown, Lucy and Linus
van Pelt, Schroeder and
Snoopy, each being played
by University musical theatre
majors.
Kevin Bylsma, musical
director of the show, said
many of the themes throughout the show are taken directly from various Peanuts comic

strips.
"Whenever characters break
into a song, it is based on
some theme that was originally taken from one of the
comic strips," Bylsma said.
Bylsma also said while the
musical is definitely familyoriented, there really isn't a
big moral message, just a fun
time.
"Happiness is one of the
main themes throughout
the show and is something
that audiences of all ages can
relate to and resonates a long
way," Bylsma said.

<yfop t-u durlKh "f-arhilul/Q&ekerurff

If any of these symptoms exist,

CALL 911 IMMEDIATELY!
If a friend is intoxicated, take ACTION:
Check for signs of alcohol poisoning.
Do not leave your friend alone.
Do not put your friend to bed to sleep it off.
Turn your friend on his/her side to prevent
choking in case of vomiting.
Remember it's "better to be safe than sorry"
so get your friend help! Call 911 immediately.

gallery

and

studio

local and regional fine art and craft. B«cky I Mb: OmMOktcvx. arutllF0gmri.com

116 S. Main Street
Bowling Green, OH 419-352-4455
Noon - 5:00PM Tuesday - Saturday

Preferred
Properties Co.

I PLEDGE
To make responsible decisions if I choose to drink.

Find A Place To Call Home
www. preterredpropertiesco. com

To not drink and drive or allow my friends to drink and drive.
To watch out for my friends and their safety.
To call 911 if any indications of alcohol poisoning exist.
To not be angry if my friends seek help for me if I am in danger.

DIVISION

STUDENT
\ 1 I

NIKS

BGSUipfiVtl??.

Department of Recreation & Wellness,
Wellness Connection,
Drug, Alcohol, & Sexual Offenses Coalition
•419.372.9355 or www.bgsu.edu/wellness

r

Adapted from BACCHUS and CHOICES

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowedl
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown|
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

CAMPUS
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Brown Bag Lunch addresses domestic
violence in same-sex relationships
By Morgan Addington H odgc

Adams said that when she first
started her research she was going
to just research domestic violence
The University has hosted many in same-sex relationships, but as
events raising awareness about she continued her research, she
domestic violence. Yesterday's realized that there was so much
Brown Bag lunch focused on more to it. One of the biggest
domestic violence in same-sex issues, she said, is that people don't
relationships.
tend to take same-sex domestic
Graduate student Megan Adams violence seriously. A lot of times
was the main speaker at the event people will say that it's mutual
where she talked about some of her combat because it's between peoresearch. Adams' research focuses ple of the same gender.
on heterosexism and homopho"If it's lesbians, then it's a cat fight.
bia in same-sex domestic violence. If it's gay men, then it's just boys
"The first thing I'd like to do is sort being boys," she said.
People tend to just think of
of define my terms. Heterosexisni
means the socially reinforced priv- domestic violence in terms of the
ileging of heterosexual relation- man batterer and the woman surships and heterosexuality as the vivor, Adams said. When talking
norm, the standard, the sort of only about same-sex violence, people
socially acceptable form of sexual- try to take that general idea and
ity," Adams said. "Homophobia apply it. she said. People assume
is the more active prejudice that that the bigger, stronger, manlier
influences whether survivors are person is always the abuser, but
able to seek help, it influences how that's not always true. So that can
batterers will choose to abuse their make it hard for some people who
partners."
are being abused to do anything
Adams said that finding reliable about it.
There are other problems that
research was hard, but that one
of the most reliable statistics she can cause people who are being
found was that 25 to 35 percent abused to keep quiet. Adams said.
Some battered women's shelof same-sex couples experience
domestic violence. Comparing ters won't even take lesbians.
opposite-sex and same-sex rela- Adams said that a shelter had once
tionships is dangerous though, told her that they wouldn't do it
Adams said. People try to say that because it made other women
the relationships are the same but uncomfortable.
Mary Knieger, the director of the
they're not, she said. Adams said
that she thinks it comes from the Women's (inter, said that another
feet that we want to be tolerant, reason for not taking lesbians in is
due the safety hazard it presents.
and treat everyone the same.
Reporter

Knieger said that if you bring in a
lesbian woman who has been battered, then their girlfriend might
be able to fake their way into the
same shelter. If that happens, then
not only is the victim no longer
safe, but neither are any of the
other women in the shelter. This
causes a serious conundrum for
the shelters, Knieger said, because
whether the shelters take in lesbian abuse victims or not, the shelters are chancing someone getting
hurt.
Angie I'itzpatrick. an instructor
in the women's studies department, attended the event because
she was interested in the issue and
what power dynamics have to do
with it. She said that she also came
to the event to keep up with things
that are going on in her field.
Fitzpatrick asked about the way
that gender and power dynamics that are used in opposite-sex
domestic violence relate to samesex domestic violence. People use
gender slang when it comes to the
violence — for instance in jail, the
man who is being abused is called
the bitch, Fitznatrick said.
Krueger said that power and
control are what it's all about, not
gender. She said she had listened
to a women tell the story of her
girlfriend abusing her and that it
was just like a story she would hear
from a straight victim.
"If you took out the pronouns
she was using, it sounded exactly
the same," Krueger said.

RACHEL S»DWANSKI

COSTUMES AND CARVING
PUMPKIN: Senior Jennifer Chaffin draws a "creepy, toothy face* on her pumpkin as senior Eryk Gryc;a watches They were
carving pumpkins as they waited for a costume contest to start in the Black Swamp Pub Wednesdays m the Pub have Halloweenthemed activities through the month ol October.

Concerned about layoffs? Furloughs? Program
reconfiguration? Want to know what the budget
really looks like? Join us for analysis and discussion.

Radio program addresses transgender issues
By Hannah Nusser

"I think it's cool to

Reporter

have the show - to
TransTalk is bringing education and diversity to University
airwaves with its discussion of
transgender news, history and
controversies.
TransTalk is an hour-long radio
program that focuses on issues
in the transgender community
from a transgender perspective.
The show has been airing on
WFAL Falcon Radio since October
2008. Starting this semester,
TransTalk airs Thursdays from 4
to 5 p.m. With the departure of cohost loelle Ruby Ryan, Marlene
Bomer hosts the show in its new
time slot.
Bomer said her inspiration in
continuing the show solo was
because it's "an avocation and a
passion" that she continues for
the freedom of an independent
radio station like WFAL.
The main goal of TransTalk,
Bomer said, is to educate and
raise awareness about the transgender community.
The show discusses transgender issues, ranging from politics
and employment discrimination
to academia and public restroom
access, all in relation to how it
affects the transgender community.
"It's a show that looks at history,
music, news and commentary ail
from a transgender perspective,"
Bomer said.
Bomer said another goal of the
show is to let transgender people
know there's a different community for them outside the LGBT
community.
"People might listen in and say
'Oh, I'm not alone,'" she said.
Bomer discusses topics in
transgender history, like important dates. She uses a "trans tune"
to introduce each topic, which

put some diversity into
topics on the radio."
Monica Beet | Senior
is a song by a transgender artist or about a transgender person. Artists like Namoli Brennet,
RuPaul, Culture Club and
Girlyman are played between
discussion.
In addition to transgender history, Bomer discusses top stories
in transgender news each week.
Bomer plans to have guests on
the show from Transcendence,
the University's transgender
student group, and Vision, the
University's general LGBT student group, on the show in light
of upcoming transgender awareness days in November.
Members of Transcendence
support the show because it
brings transgender issues to the

forefront.
"I think it's cool to have the
show — to put some diversity into topics on the radio,"
senior Monica Beer said.
Joy Hartwell-Lein. financial
aid specialist in the Office of
Multicultural Affairs, said, "It's
really important to have diversity on the radio waves ... I
think people can learn a lot."
Annie Russel, coordinator of
LGBT programs and services at
the University, said she thinks
there should be more shows
that represent the LGBT community and educate people.
"They talk about issues that
aren't out in the spotlight." she
said. "It's really interesting."
Bomer takes song requests
and material suggestions
through the show's Facebook
group, Friends of TransTalk.
Listeners can tune in any time
at www.falconradio.org.

. I ■
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The BGSU Faculty Association
Questions? Write us at
BGSUFacultvAssociation(3!qmail com or visit bgsu-fa.org
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THREE DAYS OF CONCERTS, LECTURES AND PRESENTATIONS
CELEBRATING THE BEST IN CONTEMPORARY CLASSICAL MUSIC.

THURSDAY

-

NOON

10.22

WOOD COUNTY DISTRICT PUBLIC LIBRARY
FESTIVAL PREVIEW

3:30 P.M. -

BRYAN

RECITAL HALL

COMPOSER TALK: STEVEN STUCKV
8:00 P.M. - KOBACKER HALL ($1
CONCERT

ink- for Ron-

10:00

429.352.5222

P.M.

-

1 -

WIND ENSEMBLE AND CHAMBER MUSIC

CLA-ZEL THEATRE

INTERNATIONAL CONTEMPORARY ENSEMBLE

FRIDAY
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"We ask the same things with seasonal flu sufferers. Try to stay away from people if
you're sick, especially since H1N1 is affecting the younger population."
- Pat Snyder. Public Health Information Technology Specialist, on the best way to combat
the spread of H1N1 [see story, pg. 1].
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How are you combating the swine flu?
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"I'm not doing

"Nothing. I think
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That'll do, pig. That'll do.
Caution regarding HlNl is wise, but the panic is going too far
In light of the added MINI complication lo this
year's flu season, there are two things we all need
to do: wash our hands and calm down.
HlNl. commonly known as swine flu, is causing quite the ruckus on campus and around the
nation, hut in reality, all the huhtnih is much ado
about nothing.
Some symptoms of swine flu include fever,
cough, sore throat, headache, chills, fatigue and
a runny nose. Sound familiar? It's because they
are the same symptoms as the regular flu. Along
with matching symptoms, both versions of the
flu spread the same way and have the same
treatment.
When it comes down to it, they really are not
that different. Swine flu is just a different strain of
the regular flu.
But people are taking it much too seriously.
On Monday, 200 to :t(M) people waited in line
outside the Wood County Health Department
clinic to get their free HlNl shots. I he clinic was
open all afternoon and ran out of the injections
an hour before it was set to end.
Bottles of hand sanitizer are being shuffled on
campus and some parents are even keeping their
children home from schools.
In some residence halls on campus, students
are writing anti-swine flu messages on dry erase
boards, such as "Swine flu is NOT welcome here,"

"Swine flu is not welcome here either" and "Don't
shake hands cuz you prolly didn't wash yours."
We realize these messages are probably a joke,
but it's evident the swine flu hype has invaded
students'minds.
A Wood County Health Department official
said HlNl is already in the county. Yet, the world
continues to turn.
It seems every day we are reminded through
e-mails, commercials or public health announcements to take precautions to stop the spread of
the swine flu.
But these precautions are really nothing more
than common courtesy. We should already know
not to cough in someone's face or sneeze in our
hands and rub them all over furniture and door
handles. Stay in residence halls or apartments if
you have flu symptoms. We shouldn't need a new
strain of the flu to remind us of that.
We understand health officials are trying to
stop swine flu from becoming a massive breakout. People can die from the disease, but the
regular flu can also cause death.
It's not like we're dealing with the bubonic
plague.
We all just need to take a step back from the
swine flu commotion, and give our time, energy
and attention to more pressing matters — such
as world peace.

Third world hurt by capitalism
•

HAMABBELA
COLUMNIST

Living in such an integrated
world is crazy, because we never
stop to think of the complex
networks of people, countries,
goods and labor needed just to
make your iPod and its component parts. Even worse, we
never really know who is making
a profit and who is taking a loss.
As electronics become smaller
and more convenient, demand
begins to spike. With a spike in
demand, corporations want to
produce more, but they want
to do this cheaply in order to
make killer profits. International
corporations don't just want to
make money, they want to make
enormous amounts of it. This
need to make a profit at any
cost tends to sacrifice important
human values,
I can with much assurance say
any electronic device I own has
Cohan in it. Cohan, chemically
known as Colombite-tantalite, is
vital to human existence today.
This black tar-like metal is found
in almost every consumer electronic good you can think of that
has become smaller in the last
ten years. The metal is refined
and its heat-resistant properties, after being refined, make
it essential to devices that store
energy or to capacitors.

If it's electronic and you use
it today, this metal is probably in there. It is found in a
small war-torn region of eastern Congo that borders Rwanda
and Burundi (Google map this
or get an atlas if people still use
those). The sad thing is. this high
demand for Cohan has fueled
war and human rights abuses in
these regions.
In Africa, war isn't as widespread because a lot of the pre1980s strife was only worth it to
imperialists because of the G)!d
War. Yet today, new incentive to
fight exists and that incentive
is purely monetary and international corporations love this.
They love this because unstable
countries can't really manage
their resources with a very close
eye. meaning they can't establish necessary taxes and set up
systems to ensure they get their
fair share.
Furthermore, destabilized
countries have a huge advantage and that's cheap labor that
is either forced into working or
working for hardly anything. The
sad thing is that Cohan can be
found in many legitimate countries, but the prospect of huge
profits has made a number of
corporations blind to human
tragedy.
World trade today is hardly
different from the l€00s when
the Atlantic slave trade was going
on. The Democratic Republic
of the Congo is a country wellendowed when it comes to nalu-
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ral resources. Ihe region where
Cohan is mined is a volcanic
region also rich in diamonds and
the south of the country is rich in
copper. There is also a relatively
good supply of radioactive isotopes needed to build reactors
and nuclear power plants.
Yet this country has never
been given the chance to be
stable. This has been largely
due to Western meddling that
goes back to King Leopold of
Belgium, all the way down to
the CIA-assisted assassination of
Patrice Lumumba. It's a nation
that embodies both the promise
and curse that is Africa and other
developing nations.
These nations were never built
as sovereign nations founded on
a great principle or ideal like the
U.S. or the first French republic. These nations were drawn
up with no contribution from
the inhabitants of the land. They
wen? created with a goal of civilization, which was a complete lie.
Instead these nations were built
for the exploitation of their natural resources and free labor.
The very creation of many
African nations was illegitimate,
so it's no surprise that these
nations are still trying to form
identities, but have deep scars
that make it very hard. These
problems make national unity
impossible, and Western commercial interests only fan the
flame of destabilization.
The worst factor is that the
system isn't built in such a way
that the countries giving up
resources share equally in
BBELA

Stephanie always had to bring up how much
she hated me being a magician.
ANDYBALTES I THE BG NEWS

Kubrick's films shine light on,
make sense of, human condition
ERICRHOADS
COLUMNIST
«
Stanley Kubrick was one of the
great directors within the history of film, producing monumentally important pieces like
"Dr. Strangelove" and "Full Metal
lacket." But just how important
are his films?
"Dr. Strangelove" took a satiric
approach towards nuclear war.
and is perhaps as relevant today
as it was when it came out during the height of the Cold War.
"2001" helped to catapult special effects in movie-making,
push science fiction out of the
B-movie category, change the
form of film (as it is not a normal
cohesive narrative but more a
visual poem) and showcase the
evolution of man towards transcendence (while simultaneously showing how man is dwarfed
by technology and space).
"A Clockwork Orange," apart
from its talc of morality and
incredible visual aesthetic, was
the first X-rated film to be nominated for a Best Picture Academy

Award, and subsequently helped
spark the debate on whether violence in films produces a psychological effect, encouraging
or breeding violence among the
viewers.
"The Shining" helped elevate
the art of horror, as Kubrick
believed horror was a way of
dealing with the darker side of
human nature without having
to actually confront it. This intimates the vicarious nature of
humanity in relation to viewing film (and television for that
matter).
"Full Metal lacket" took the
brutality of the Vietnam War and
showcased the dehumanization
process that is undergone by
soldiers in preparation of killing
another human being.
"Eyes Wide Shut" takes the
viewer on a psychosexual journey that debates the difference
between reality and fantasy in
terms of sexuality and existence
in general.
What Stanley Kubrick has
done through his career, aside
from elevating the art form of
film, is gathered the pulse of the
human condition and studied
its innate struggle between good
and evil.

Kubrick admits early on in his
career, "We are capable of the
greatest good and the greatest
evil, and the problem is that we
often can't distinguish between
them when it suits our purpose."
This problem seems to be the
driving force behind the actions
of all Kubrick's protagonists in
some fashion. His fascination
with good and evil within the
human condition often allows
for multiple interpretations of
his films, as the characters often
have no definite "character" trait
and they learn to change and
adapt according to the situation.
Which brings rise to an important psychological and philosophical debate: Are emotions a
form of environmental perception? In other words, are emotions a result of events within
the character's life? There seems
to be a notion that people have
inherent characteristics, which
is how it often seems in films,
as one character is consistently
reacting to a situation based on
a character trait that the character possesses (a timid character often runs when faced with
RH0ADS
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Clinton: worrying
trend in spread of
nuke know-how

Marine pleads guilty
in hero hoax, to be
sentenced

Hula hooping it up
for health, first lady
swivels

WASHINGTON - Secretary
of State Hillary Rodham Clinton
issued a warning yesterday about the
spread of materials and know-how
for malting nuclear weapons, citing
a failure to stop North Korea from
developing the bomb and weakness
in the UN agency responsible for
monitoring nuclear programs

QUANTICO.Va -AMarine
Corps sergeant pleaded guilty
yesterday to faking post-traumatic
stress disorder and pretending to be
an injured hero to get in free to rock
concerts and professional sporting
events.

WASHINGTON (AP)-First
lady Michelle Obama hooped it up
for health - hula hooped, that is
- managing to get in an impressive
142 swivels before her hula hoop hit
the ground Jumping rope double
dutch? Not so much.

Sgt David Budwah pleaded guilty
to several charges, including making false statements, malingering
and misconduct at a court-martial
hearing on the Marine Corps Base in
Ouantico. Va.

It was all for a good cause
- encouraging kids to get mote
physical activity and eat better

"Unless these trends are reversed
- and reversed soon - we will find
ourselves in a world with a steadily
growing number of nuclear-armed
states and an increasing likelihood
of terrorists getting their hands on
nuclear weapons." Clinton said in
a speech laying out the Obama
administration's nuclear arms concerns.
-Robert Bums (AP)

The first lady hosted a "healthy
kids fair' on the South Lawn of the
White House yesterday and invited
about 100 children and parents from
local elementary schools

Budwah faces up to 8 years in
prison, a reduction in rank and a
dishonorable discharge

Chefs demonstrated how to make
healthybut-yummy snacks. And the
first lady delivered a pep talk about
eating right

Budwah acknowledged he
was never deployed to Iraq or
Afghanistan, as he claimed. He said
he lied about having helped with the
2004 tsunami relief effort and didn't
earn eight medals and ribbons he
wore on his uniform.
- David Disheau (AP)

US marshal pick
already a gay rights
pioneer

Obama to refocus
bailout on small
buisnesses

MINNEAPOLIS-Sharon
Lubinski was a little-known police
sergeant in Minneapolis when she
first made headlines by coming out
as a lesbian on the front pages of
the city's largest newspaper. It was a
bold move that other gay officers say
inspired them to come out.

LANDOVER.Md- President
Barack Obama says the government's $700 billion financial bailout
is shifting away from Wall Street
giants and toward small businesses
on Main Street.
Obama said yesterday that he
wants to help small businesses
grow and is asking Congress to
increase the loan amount they can
receive from the Small Business
Administration.
Obama also says if smaller
banks describe how they would
increase lending to small businesses.
Washington will give those banks
capital so they can loan more money.
He says he wants to focus on hardhit rural and underserved areas.

More than a decade later. Lubinski
could become the first openly gay
US. marshal after President Barack
Obama nominated her last week.
Some gay activists say Obama's
appointment is nothing more than
a symbolic gesture from a president
who hasn't done enough on key gay
issues But others say it's another
step toward ending a culture of
discrimination.
-Patrick Condon (AP)

Woman in W.Va.
torture case now
says she lied
CHARLESTON, WVa - A black
woman whose racially charged
allegations of horrific abuse helped
put several people in prison now
says she lied when she alleged she
was kidnapped, sexually assaulted
and tortured in a ramshackle West
Virginia trailer.
West Virginia authorities said in
2007 that Megan Williams, now of
Columbus. Ohio, had been stabbed,
beaten with sticks, sexually assaulted,
doused with hot water, forced to
eat animal feces and taunted with
racial slurs by seven white men and
women. She later said that hot wax
was poured on her and that two of
her captors had forced to drink their
urine.
-TomBreen(AP)

- Jim Kuhnhenn and Julie Pace
(AP)

Dems go after anti-trust
exemption for insurers
By Ton Breen
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Democrats
launched a drive at both ends
of the Capitol yesterday to strip
the insurance industry of its
decades-old exemption from
federal antitrust laws, part of
an increasingly bare-knuckled
struggle over landmark health
care legislation sought by
President Barack Obama.
If enacted, the change would
put an end to "price-fixing,
bid-rigging and market allocation in the health and medical malpractice" insurance
areas, said Sen. Patrick Leahy,
D-Vt., chairman of the Senate
ludiciary Committee. Leahy
said he would seek a vote on the
plan when the Senate debates
health care legislation in the
next few weeks.
Leahy made his comments
at the same time the House
ludiciary Committee voted 209 to end an industry exemption that dates to 1945. Three
Republicans supported the
move.
Senior Democratic officials
said the leadership wasinclined

to incorporate the measure
into the broader health care
bill expected to be brought to
the floor for a vote within a few
weeks. No final decision has
been made, they added.
Taken together, the actions
reflect the fury Democrats have
shown in response to recent
insurance industry attempts to
influence the shape of legislation. The events occurred less
than a week after the insurers' trade association issued a
report saying a measure that
cleared the Senate Finance
Committee would produce
sharp increases in premiums
for millions who currently have
insurance.
Democrats and the White
House reacted angrily, attacking the study as flawed and
politically motivated.
Responding to the day's
developments, theindustry said
the legislation was based on a
misperception of existing law.
"We believe that health insurers
have not been engaging in anticompetitive conduct and that
McCarran-Ferguson does not
provide a shield for such conduct," Karen Ignagni, president
and CEO of American's Health

Insurance Plans wrote to Rep.
lohn Conyers, the Michigan
Democrat who chairs the
Houses Judiciary Committee.
The flurry over antitrust law
occurred as the Senate neared
a vote on legislation to give doctors who treat Medicare patients
an additional $247 billion in
fees over the next decade. The
measure would add to the deficit, and as a result, it appeared
unlikely to gain the 60 votes
needed to advance.
The bill's demise would
mark a defeat for the American
Medical Association, which has
lobbied furiously for its passage.
The Senate Majority Leader,
Sen. Harry Reid of Nevada, told
reporters that without 60 votes
in its favor, he was prepared to
set the issue aside and return to
it after passage of the broader
health care bill.
The developments came as
Democrats struggled in both
houses of Congress to enact
Obama's call for legislation to
expand health care to millions
who lack insurance, provide
greater consumer protections
to millions more, and rein in
the cost of medical care in general.
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"We ask the same things with seasonal flu sufferers. Try to stay away from people if
you're sick, especially since H1N1 is affecting the younger population."
- Pat Snyder. Public Health Information Technology Specialist, on the best way to combat
the spread of HlNl [see story, pg. 1],
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How are you combating the swine flu7
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"Hand sanitizer.
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it's like chicken pox.
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That'll do, pig. That'll do.
Caution regarding HlNl is wise, but the panic is going too far
In light of the added HlNl complication to (his
year's flu season, there are two things we all need
in do: wash our hands and calm down.
MINI, commonly known as swine flu, is causing quite the ruckus on campus and around the
nation, inn in reality, all the huhhuh is much ado
about nothing.
Some symptoms ol swine I In include fever,
cough, sore throat, headache, chills, fatigue and
a runny nose. Sound familiar? It's because the)
arc the same s\ mptoms as the regular flu, Along
with matching symptoms, both versions ol the
flu spread the same way and have the same
treatment.
When ii comes down to It, the) really are not
that different Swine flu is just a different strain of
the regular flu.
Hut people are taking il much Ion seriously.
On Monday. 20(1 to .10(1 people wailed in line
iiutside the Wood County Health Department
clinic to get their live HlNl shots. I he clinic was
open all afternoon and ran out of the injections
an hour before it was SCI to end.
Bottles ol hand sanitizer are being shuffled on
campus and some parents are even keeping their
children home from schools.
In some residence halls on campus, students
are writing anti-swine flu messages on dry erase
boards, such as Swine flu is NOT welcome here,"

"Swine flu is not welcome here either" and "Don't
shake hands cuz you prolly didn't wash yours."
We realize these messages are probably a joke.
but it s evident the swine flu hype lias invaded
students'minds.
A Wood County Health Department official
said HlNl is already in the county. Yet, the world
continues to turn.
It seems every day we are reminded through

e-mails, commercials or public health announcements to take precautions to slop the spread of
I he swine till.
Mill these precautions are really nothing more
than common courtesy. We should already know
not to cough in someone's face or sneeze in our
hands and rub them all over furniture and door
handles. Stay in residence halls or apartments if
you have flu symptoms. We shouldn't need a new
strain ol the flu to remind us of thai.
We understand health officials are Hying to
stop swine flu from becoming a massive breakout. People can die from the disease, hut the
regular tin can also cause dealh.
It's iiol like we're dealing with the bubonic
plague.
We all jusi need to take a step back from the
swine flu commotion, and give our time, energy
and attention to more pressing mailers — such
as world peace.

Third world hurt by capitalism
HAMABBEIA

•
living in such an integrated
world Is Crazy, because we never
slop to think of the complex
networks ol people, countries,
goods and labor needed just to
make your il'od and its component pans. Even worse, we
never really know who is making
a profit and who is taking a loss.
As electronics become smaller
and more convenient, demand
begins to spike. With a spike in
demand, corporations want to
produce more, hut they want
to do this cheaply in order to
make killer profits. International
corporations donl just want to
make money, they want to make
enormous amounts of it. This
need to make a profit al any
cost lends to sacrifice important
human values
I can With much assurance sav
any electronic device I own has
Cohan in it. Cohan, chemically
known asColombile lanlalitc. is
vital to human existence today.
This black tar-like metal is found
in almost every consumer electronii good you can think of that
has become smaller in the last
ten years. The metal is refined
and its heat-resistant properties, after being refined, make
it essential to devices that store
energy or to capacitors.

If it's electronic and you use
it today, (his metal is probably in there. It is found in a
small war-torn region ol eastem Congo that borders Rwanda
and Burundi (Google map this
Ol gel an atlas if people still use
those). The sad thing is. this high
demand for Cohan has fueled
war and human rights abuses in
these regions.
In Africa, war isn't as wide
spread because a lot of the pre1980s strile was only worth it to
imperialists because of the Cold
War. Yd today, new incentive to
fight exists and that incentive
is purely monetary and international corporations love (his.
I hev love this because unstable
countries can't rcallv manage
their resources with a very dose
eve, meaning they can't establish necessary laxes and set up
systems to ensure they get their
fair share.
Furthermore,
destabilized
countries have a huge advantage and that's cheap labor that
is either forced into working or
working for hardly anything. The
sad thing is that Cohan can be
found in many legitimate countries, but the prospect ol huge
profits has made a number ol
corporations blind to human
tragedy.
World trade today is hardly
different from the KilXIs when

the Atlantic slave trade was going
on. The Democratic He-public
of the (jingo is a country well
endowed when il comes to naiu-
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ral resources. The region where
Cohan is mined is a volcanic
legion also rich in diamonds and
the south of the country is rich in
copper. There is also a relatively
good supply of radioactive Isotopes needed to build reactors
and nuclear power plants.
Vet (his country has never
been given the chance to bistable. This has been largely
due to Western meddling lhal
goes hack to King Leopold of
Belgium, all the way down to
the CIA-assisted assassination of
I'airiii- Lumumba It's a nation
that embodies both the promise
and curse thai is Africa and other
developing nations.
I hese nations were never built
as sovereign nations founded on
a great principle or ideal like the
U.S. or the first French republic These nations were drawn
up with no contribution from
the inhabitants of the land. They
were created with a goal of civilization, which was a complete lie.
Instead these nations were built
for the exploitation of their natural resources and free labor.
The very creation of many
African nations was Illegitimate,
so it's no surprise that these
nations are still trying to form
identities, but have deep scars
that make it very hard. These
problems make national unity
Impossible, and Western commercial interests only fan the
flame ofdcstahili/atiun.
The worst factor is thai the
system isn't built in such a way
thai the countries giving up
resources share equally in
Scv BBELA | Paqe 8

Stephanie always had to bring up how much
she hated me being a magician.
ANDVBALTES
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Kubrick's films shine light on,
make sense of, human condition

Stanley Kubrick was one of the
great direclors within the his
lory of film, producing monumentally Important pieces like
Dr. SlrangiTove" and "full Metal
lackt-t." But just how important
are his films?
Dr. Strangelove" look a satiric
approach towards nuclear war,
and is perhaps as relevant today
as ii was when it came out dur
ing (he height of the (old War.
"2001" helped to catapult special effects in movie-making,
push science fiction out of the
B-movie category change the
form of film las il is not a normal
cohesive narrative bill more a
visual poem) and showcase the
evolution of man towards transcendence (while siniullaneousIv showing how man is dwarfed

by technology and space).
"A Clockwork Orange." apart
from its tale of morality and
incredible visual aesthetic, was
the first X rated film to be nominated for a Best Picture Academy

Award, and subsequently helped
spark the debate on whether violence in films produces a psychological effect, encouraging
or breeding violence among the
viewers.
"T he Shining" helped elevate
the art of horror, as Kubrick
believed horror was a way of
dealing with the darker side of
human nature without having
to actually confront it. This intimates tin- vicarious nature of
humanity in relation lo viewing film (and television for that
matter).
"ITill Metal lackcl" look the
brutality of the Vietnam War and

showcased the dehumanization
process that is undergone by
soldiers in preparation of killing
another human being.
"Eyes Wide Shut" takes the
viewer on a psychosexual journey that debates the difference
between reality and fantasy in
terms of sexuality and existence
in general.
What .Stanley Kubrick has
done through his career, aside
from elevating (he an form of
film, is gathered the pulse of the
human condition and studied
ils innate struggle between good
and evil.

Kubrick admits early on in his
career, "We are capable of the
greatest good and (he greatest
evil, and the problem is that we
often can't distinguish between
lliem when il suits our purpose."
I his problem seems lo be the
driving force behind the actions
of all Kubrick's protagonists in
some fashion. His fascination
with good and evil within the
human condition often allows
for multiple interpretations of
his films, as the characters often
have no definite "character" (rait
and they learn to change and
adapt according lo the situation.
Which brings rise lo an important psychological and philosophical debate: Are emotions a
form of environmental perception? In oilier words, are emotions a result of events vvUhin
the character's life? There seems
to be a notion lhal people have

inherent characteristics, which
is how il often seems in films,
as one character is consistently
reacting lo a situation based on
a character trait that the character possesses (a timid character often runs when faced with
SeeRH0ADS|Page8
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Clinton: worrying
trend in spread of
nuke know-how

Marine pleads guilty
in hero hoax, to be
sentenced

Hula hooping it up
for health, first lady
swivels

WASHINGTON - Secretary
or State Hillary Rodham Clinton
issued a warning yesterday about the
spread of materials and know-how
for making nuclear weapons, citing
a failure to stop North Korea from
developing the bomb and weakness
in the U N agency responsible for
monitoring nuclear programs

OUANTICOVa -AMarine
Corps sergeant pleaded guilty
yesterday to faking post-traumatic
stress disorder and pretending to be
an injured hero to get in free to rock
concerts and professional sporting
events.

WASHINGTON (AP)-Fust
lady Michelle Obama hooped it up
for health - hula hooped, that is
- managing to get in an impressive
142 swivels before her hula hoop hit
the ground Jumping rope double
dutch' Not so much.

Sgt. David Budwah pleaded guilty
to several charges, including making false statements, malingering
and misconduct at a court-martial
hearing on the Marine Corps Base in
Quantico. Va.

It was all for a good cause
- encouraging kids to get more
physical activity and eat better

"Unless these trends are reversed
- and reversed soon - we will find
ourselves in a world with a steadily
growing number of nuclear-armed
states and an increasing likelihood
of terrorists getting their hands on
nuclear weapons. Clinton said in
a speech laying out the Obama
cerns.
-Robert Burns (AP)

BUCKS

if and eyrlasli extension* ftnd hair replacement

The first lady hosted a "healthy
kids fair" on the South Lawn of the
White House yesterday and invited
about 100 children and parents from
local elementary schools

Budwah faces up to 8 years in
prison, a reduction in rank and a
dishonorable discharge

^

or
IVi

Chefs demonstrated how to make
healthy-but-yummy snacks And the
first lady delivered a pep talk about
eating right

Budwah acknowledged he
was never deployed to Irag or
Afghanistan, as he claimed He said
he lied about having helped with the
2004 tsunami relief effort and didn't
earn eight medals and ribbons he
wore on his uniform.
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- David Drsheau (AP)

US marshal pick
already a gay rights
pioneer

Obama to refocus
bailout on small
buisnesses

Woman in W.Va.
torture case now
says she lied

MINNEAPOLIS - Sharon
Lubinski was a little-known poke
sergeant in Minneapolis when she
first made headlines by coming out
as a lesbian on the front pages of
the city's largest newspaper. It was a
bold move that other gay officers say
inspired them to come out.

LANDOVER. Md. - President
Barack Obama says the governments $700 billion financial bailout
is shifting away from Wall Street
giants and toward small businesses

CHARLESTON W.Va - A black
woman whose racially charged
allegations of horrific abuse helped
put several people in prison now
says she lied when she alleged she
was kidnapped, sexually assaulted
and tortured in a ramshackle West
Virginia trailer.

More than a decade later. Lubinski
could become the first openly gay
US marshal after President Barack
Obama nominated her last week
Some gay activists say Obamas
appointment is nothing more than
a symbolic gesture from a president
who hasn't done enough on key gay
issues But others say it's another
step toward ending a culture of
discrimination.
-Patrick Condon (AP)

on Mam Street
Obama said yesterday that he
wants to help small businesses
grow and is asking Congress to
increase the loan amount they can
receive from the Small Business
Administration.
Obama also says if smaller
banks describe how they would
increase lending to small businesses.
Washington will give those banks
capital so they can loan more money
He says he wants to focus on hardhit rural and underserved areas

West Virginia authorities said in
2007 that Megan Williams, now of
Columbus. Ohio, had been stabbed.
beaten with sticks, sexually assaulted.
doused with hot water, forced to
eat animal feces and taunted with
racial slurs by seven white men and
women. She later said that hot wax
was poured on her and that two of
her captors had forced to drink their
urine
-TomBreen(AP)

- Jim Kuhnhenn and Julie Pace
(AP)
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Dems go after anti-trust
exemption for insurers
By Ton Breivi
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Democrats
launched a drive at both ends
of the Capitol yesterday to strip
the insurance industry of its
decades-old exemption from
federal antitrust laws, part of
an increasingly bare-knuckled
struggle over landmark health
care legislation sought by
President Barack Obama.
If enacted, the change would
put an end to "price-fixing,
bid-rigging and market allocation in the health and medical malpractice" insurance
areas, said Sen. Patrick Leahy,
D-Vt., chairman of the Senate
Judiciary Committee, l.eahy
said he would seek a vote on the
plan when the Senate debates
health care legislation in the
next few weeks.
Leahy made his comments
at the same time the House
ludiciary Committee voted 209 to end an industry exemption that dates to 1945. Three
Republicans supported the
move.
Senior Democratic officials
said the leadership was inclined

to incorporate the measure
into the broader health care
bill expected to be brought to
the floor for a vote within a few
weeks. No final decision has
been made, they added.
Taken together, the actions
reflect the fury Democrats have
shown in response to recent
insurance industry attempts to
influence the shape of legislation. The events occurred less
than a week after the insurers' trade association issued a
report saying a measure that
cleared the Senate Finance
Committee would produce
sharp increases in premiums
for millions who currently have
insurance.
Democrats and the White
House reacted angrily, attacking the study as flawed and
politically motivated.
Responding to the day's
developments, the indust ry said
the legislation was based on a
misperception of existing law.
"We believe that health insurers
have not been engaging in anticompetitive conduct and that
McCarran-Ferguson does not
provide a shield for such conduct," Karen Ignagni. president
and CliO of American's Health

Insurance Plans wrote to Rep.
John Conyers. the Michigan
Democrat who chairs the
Houses ludiciary Committee.
The flurry over antitrust law
occurred as the Senate neared
a vote on legislation to give doctors who treat Medicare patients
an additional S247 billion in
fees over the next decade. The
measure would add to the deficit, and as a result, it appeared
unlikely to gain the 60 votes
needed to advance.
The bill's demise would
mark a defeat for the American
Medical Association, which has
lobbied furiously for its passage.
The Senate Majority Leader.
Sen. Harry Reid of Nevada, told
reporters that without tiO votes
in its favor, he was prepared to
set the issue aside and return to
it after passage of the broader
health care bill.
The developments came as
Democrats struggled in both
houses of Congress to enact
Obamas call for legislation to
expand health care to millions
who lack insurance, provide
greater consumer protections
to millions more, and rein in
the cost of medical care in general.
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FILLETING THE FALCONS

SPORTS

Log on to www.bgnewssports.com to listen to the
eighth edition of The BG News sports department's
weekly podcast "Filleting the Falcons: Taking a
deepc look into BG sports"

SIDELINES

Men's soccer loses to Michigan State
"I think we can take some real positives from

By John Lopez
Reporter

SWIMMING
Richardson chose
BG for her own
swim career
Senior swimmer Meg
Richardson could have gone
to BG for several reasons,
including the fact both her
parents are BGSU Alumni,
however she made her choice
based on the caliber of the
swim program rather than her
parent allegiances.

See Page 7
ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

If there is such a thing as taking a positive from a loss, the
Falcon men's soccer team
accomplished it yesterday
afternoon.
Playing in liast Lansing,
Mich.. BCi gave favored
Michigan State all they could
handle, before falling, 2-1.
"I think we can take some
real positives from the game,"
coach Eric Nichols said. "We
played B5 good minutes, and
for five minutes we were flat.
Thai COSl US."
The Spartans opened the
scoring in the 49th minute,
when forward Cyrus Saydee
scored from 14 yards out.
The Falcons once again

showed .i lack of concentration
by allowing the Spartans to
score again just two minutes
later. That time, Jeff liicondo
blasted a shot past Falcon
keeper Dylan Schoettley to

the game. We played 85 good minutes, and
for five minutes we were flat. That cost us."
Eric Nichols I Head Coach
double the lead.

With the score line as it was,
and the outcome presumably
inevitable, the Falcons fought
back, thanks in part to substitute Ahmad Smith.
Smith, who has been played
sparingly this season, streaked
down the left wing and lifted a
shot past Spartan keeper Avery
Stcinlage.
"Ahmad's show was fantastic,"
Nicholssa id. "Jacob [l.awrcncci
set him up well and Ahmad
just slotted it home."
The Falcons had chances to even up the score in
the 75th minute when the
Spartan keeper saved shots
from both Tyler Deal and loey
D'Agostino.

"We had an opportunity to
cave in, and we didn't, we
kept going," Nichols said. "We
remained committed defensively, but also worked to get
back in the game."
But the comeback was not
to be, as the Spartans held
off the Falcons for a 2-1 victory.
After beating Buffalo on
the weekend, and this narrow defeat to Michigan State,
the Falcons will be confident
going into their match against
Hartwick College Saturday at
Cochrane Field,
With the loss the Falcons fall
to 2-9-2 on the season, while
the Spartans improve their
record to 7-4-1.

KNHUU. I IHEBGNEWS
ASSIST: Senior Jacob Lawrence had the assist on BG's only goal against Michigan State.

Lending a helping hand

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter com/bgnewssports

Today in
Sports History
1975-The World Football
League disbands operation.
1939—The Eagles and
Dodgers play in the first televised NFL game.
1884—Sporting Life
announces that the AL and
NL pennant winner will meet
for a three game series to
determine a champion.

The List
While Freddie Barnes has
received more national rec-

PHOIOSIY CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

THEBC.NtWS

GOOD SUPPORT: Adrian Hodges (right) and Chns Wiight have combined to catch 52 passes (oi 408 yards in the past three games

ognition, Adrian Hodges and
Chris Wright have both had
solid seasons. Today we look
at their top five performances
this season

1. Ball State: While
Freddie Barnes caught all
three touchdowns, Hodges
and Wright combined to
make 13 catches for 172 yards.

2. Marshall: While BG
lost 17-10, both had strong
games. As the duo combined
for 157 yards and a touchdown.

3. Kent State: Barnes
truly was the star in this
game, but Hodges also

odges and Wright causing trouble for opponents
160, respectively) against Ball State in a 31-17 win. And to be sometimes.
that stat was just Fine with Barnes.
"I do what I do," Wright said. "Whenever my number
"That's our offense," Barnes said. "At any given point, is called, I just try to make the play. (Barnes has] earned
Believe it or not, there are actually other receivers on anybody can be open, depending on coverage. lately, everything he's doing"
BG's football team.
I've been getting a lot of attention so that gives our other
Their success is something first-year coach Dave
With all the records and national recognition senior receivers and tight ends opportunities to make plays."
Clawson credited to senior quarterback Tyler Sheehan.
Freddie Barnes has received this season, it's easy to overOn the fourth play of the game, quarterback Tyler
The third-year starter is having a career year, and
look the other targets the Falcons have on offense.
Sheehan faked a screen pass to Barnes, which allowed many of his big numbers have come from players like
But over the past three games, sophomore Adrian Wright to break open for an 11-yard gain and a First Wright getting open when Sheehan's top target is covHodges and senior Chris Wright have caught 32 passes down. The Falcons would later score on the drive.
ered.
for 408 yards.
In the second quarter, Wright grabbed a pass and ran
"If Freddie's going to get doubled, we're not going to
"We try to find ways to get |Barnes| the ball regardless with it for 43 yards — which would be the longest play of force-feed him," Clawson said. "(Spreading the ball
of double-coverage," said quarterback Tyler Sheehan. the day for BG — helping set up a Jerry Phillips field goal around is) a credit to, No. 1, Tyler that he's seeing the
"But obviously some of those young guys have to step to give the Falcons a 17-0 lead.
fieldup."
It's the little things like these that make the secondary
See FOOTBALL | Page 7
That duo did just that last Saturday as they had more receivers important, and while they may be overshadreceptions (13) and yards (172) than Barnes did (10 and owed by Barnes, Wright said that's the way things have
By Andrew Harner
Sports Editor

pitched in making eight
catches for 75 yards and a
touchdown.
4. Ohio: Against the
Bobcats Wright caught four
passes for 65 yards, while
Hodges caught five balls for
58 yards.

5. Boise State: In the
only game were Barnes was
not the team's leading receiver. Hodges lead the team with
eight catches for 56 yards. He
also had BG's only receiving
touchdown of the game.

DiFrancesco making up for lost time
By Morgan Carlson
Reporter

Not being able to play last year
due to an injury, and only playing
in two tournaments so far this
year has lit a Fire under BG golfer
Paula DiFrancesco.
After posting the secondbest score of the day last week.
DiFrancesco proved herself once
again this week at the University
of Dayton Fall Invitational.
The sophomore provided the
highlight of this tournament
when she holed the tournament's
only eagle, score of two under par,

"It was exciting to make an eagle, especially
on the 18th hole. It was mostly luck, but it let
me leave the tournament on a high note."
Paula DiFrancesco I Golfer

on the Final hole of the tournament. Helpingherplace20th with
a two day score of 164 (84-79) her
best individual performance of
her career.
"It was exciting to make an
eagle, especially on the 18th hole,"
DiFrancesco said. "It was mostly
luck, but it let me leave the tour-

nament on a high note."
BG Finished second in a tournament for the second time
this season, finishing 21 strokes
behind tournament Champion
University of Cincinnati. The
See GOLFER | Page 7

Men's golf picks up another topten finish at Dayton
By Christopher Rambo

rebounded from an opening
round 76 to shoot 73 in round
two and finish in a tie for fifth at
Following a day one struggle, plus-seven, seven shots behind
the BG men's golf team bet- Justin Lower of Malone, who
tered their score by 14 shots walked away on top with an
on the second day at the Flyer even-par total of 142. Preston's
Invitational, rallying to a third second round was on track to
place Finish at the fall season's be something really special
next-to-last event.
— through twelve holes he was
With the finish, the team has three-under for the round and
yet to end a tournament outside in the thick of contention — but
the top-ten this season.
was derailed with a bogeyLeading the way for the secSee TOP-TEN | Page 8
ond straight week was Drew
Preston. The sophomore
Reporter
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Making the right choice
Reporter

Senior captain Meg Richardson
has had a long, illustrious career
for the BG swim team, but
despite both her parents being
alumni of the school, she almost
didn't come.
"The swim team was definitely the reason I came to BG,"
Richardson said. "My parents
kind of just wanted to stay out of
the process.
"I wasn't planning on attending here; it was the last recruiting trip I had. My parents were
encouraging me to just take the
' trip, and I ended up falling in
love with the team, with coach
Buff and the school. I ended up
committing on my visit."
It was a decision that has
worked out well for everyone
involved. Richardson has set
numerous school records during
her career, both in individual
and relay events. She set a total
of six last season, two individual
and four relays.
Aside from the records she has
set and her in-pool success, she
is also the only senior on a very
young team and has matured
into the undisputed leader of the
squad.

"We bring everyone in not
really knowing what their ceiling is, or if they have the ability to reach that ceiling," said
coach Kcri Buff. "She has definitely improved a ton and has
exceeded our expectations.
"She looks a lot more comfortable now then when she first got
here. She is really confident now.
and she has become a strong
leader. 1 couldn't be happier."
Her success began in high
school, where she earned four
varsity letters and was a four
time all-Ohio swimmer in the
50- and 100-meter freestyles.
And she has continued to stay
busy in college as president of
the Student Athlete Advisory
Committee and a peer facilitator.
"I just wanted to branch out
and try and meet new people,"
Richardson said. "The experience has definitely meant a lot
more to me because I have gotten involved. But being a swimmer definitely forced me to grow
up and learn to be committed."
Despite swimming not having
a prominent professional league
for college swimmers to flock to,
Meg still plans to swim competitively after college.
"After I'm done with school, 1

9
2

Senior swimmer chose
BG for its swim team
By Ryan Satkowiak
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
ENOCH WU
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LEADER: Richardson is one of the few senior leaders on the swim team and also has
served as captain for this season.

and every 3x3 box contains
the digits I to 9,There is no
guessing or math involved.

don't want to just stop there," years.
"I'll be a Falcon forever,"
Richardson said. "Depending
on how the year goes, I plan on Richardson said. "I pretty much
training through the summer, bleed orange and brown, I plan
where I can hopefully make it on being a proud alumnus who
to Olympic time-trials, or get comes back to all of the sportmy U.S. Open cuts.
ing events and supports the
"A lot of times, as a senior, teams."
And Buff won't forget her star
people look at it as their last
year, but 1 personally would like swimmer either.
to look more into the future so it
"One of the things about Meg
keeps me motivated because I is she doesn't just talk about
honestly feel that I have a future making things happen, she
actually goes out and acts on
in swimming after college."
Despite only having a few her words," Buff said. "I think
months of college left, Meg that makes her a pretty incredhas no intention to forget the ible leader, one any college
place she has spent the last four coach would love to have."

Just use logic to solve

"If a club has at least six players unable to

tive approach to the virus.
"A lot of us players have small
kids at home," Cribbs said. "I
participate
as
the
result
of
confirmed
or
BEREA — lust when it couldn't
have a 4-month-old and coach
get any worse for the woeful
has kids. So he's just protectsuspected
cases
of
swine
flu,
it
can
receive
Cleveland Browns, it got worse.
ing our families: we don't want
The team has been sacked by
to bring these diseases home.
roster
exemptions
for
those
players..."
the flu.
Coach is a family man and
Roger Goodell | NFL Commisioner
Yesteray, 12 players, includthinks of family first. We just
ing Pro Bowl nose tackle Shaun
want to make sure that when
Rogers and five other starters, white pharmacy bags contain- ers from its own practice squad guys feel sick they take care of
missed practice with flu-like ing Tamiflu, a prescribed medi- to replace them. A club can it and take care of themselves
symptoms as the team began cine to treat and prevent flu, was receive a max of 8 such exemp- so they can be ready to go on
installing the game plan for delivered to the team's head- tions. They must be medically Sunday."
Sunday's matchup against the quarters.
Cribbs didn't get a flu shot.
confirmed cases of swine flu.
(ireen Bay Packers.
"I feel like I've got a good
The Browns' sick players are: This procedure does not apply
Coach Eric Mangini scaled Rogers, running back Jerome to any other type of flu or illness. immune system." he said. "I've
back the workout in hopes of Harrison, center Alex Mack, There is a deadline for promot- been working out real hard,
keeping his healthy players from cornerback Anthony Madison, ing practice squad players pur- building my endorphins. Not
getting sick. He's also emphasiz- safety Brodney Pool, tight end suant to these procedures at four that other guys don't. But I'm
healthy. I'm good to go."
ing preventive measures to stop Robert Royal, wide receiver hours prior to kickoff."
the virus from spreading deeper Chansi Stuckey, linebacker
Last week, the Cleveland
Wimbley missed last Sunday's
through the team. If players are lason Trusnik, defensive end game in Pittsburgh and Rogers Cavaliers were hit hard by severe
showing any symptoms, the Brian Schaefering, fullback was sick during the game. The cases of the flu. U'Bron lames
Browns are sending them home. Lawrence Vickers, defensive end team tried to keep Wimbley iso- was among six players who
"We're being really aggres- Corey Williams and linebacker lated from the team and he was missed practices or exhibitions
driven to the road game while games with Influenza A. The
sive preventatively," he said. "If Kamcrion Wimbley.
there's any sign of it and we
Mangini is hoping his play- the team took a bus. Wimbley, NBA team treated its players for
think it's heading that way, we'd ers recover in time for Sunday's though, never got well enough to HINI virus before knowing test
much rather try to minimize the game, but if they aren't healthy, play and was sent home. Rogers results.
I incbackerDavid Bowenssaid
effects on the player and also the NEL has roster provisions was driven back to Ohio in a
possibly the exposure to the rest to protect teams overwhelmed separate vehicle.
he wasn't too concerned about
by swine flu. League spokesThe Browns are ranked at so many teammates being out.
of the group."
"Today, no. Sunday, yes," he
Mangini implied the sick play- man Greg Aiello said all teams or near the bottom in virtually
ers had not yet been tested for received a memo from commis- every team statistic, and the flu said. "It's a cause of concern,
bug hit in the same week they especially when guys have to
H1N1 virus. He said some of the sioner Roger Goodell on Oct. 2.
It states: "If a club has at least lost their leading tackier, line- be here to get the installation,
cases were new, and he might
not be able to reveal any test six players unable to participate backer D'Qwell lackson, to a sea- get what we're supposed to do
this week. It kind of sucks really,
results because of medical pri- as the result of confirmed or sus- son-ending shoulder injury.
pected cases of swine flu, it can
Return specialist loshua because guys are missing a lot
vacy laws.
As the Browns were prac- receive roster exemptions for Cribbs is one of several Browns of information because they're
ticing, a large box containing those players and promote play- appreciative of Mangini's proac- out."

FALCOKS vs. Central
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24 - Moo
I0n PERRY STADIUM

Fresh off two straight road wins, BGSU returns home to host the
Chippewas for Family Weekend 2009 !
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Browns players fighting flu-like
symptoms going into the weekend
By Tom Withers
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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GOLFER
From Page 6

The Associated Press
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Falcon's first 2nd place win
took place at the Youngstown
State Invitational earlier this
fall.
Dil'rancesco is joined by
several teammates who also
posted season or career best
scores this week. Lauren Glew
saw her first top-ten with a
9th place Finish, tying her best
score of the season 160 (81-79).
Earning her best round of the
season, as well as her second
top-15 finish was Hannah
Lambert, ending in a tie for
13th 161 (80-81).
Susannah Grunden placed
in a tie for 18th, her fourth
top-20 finish. Her score of 162
(82-80) increases her season
average to 78.00, but is still
ahead of the 78.54 school
record average for a season.
Also posting her season best
score was Megan Gormley

Paula
DiFrancesco
Shot a 164 for two
rounds this past
weekend
165 (85-80).
Glew says the team knew
they needed to post some
good scores, and went out
there and stayed focused.
"We're excited [to have
placed 2nd|," Glew said. "It
was our last main event of the
fall, and we went out there
positive, knowing we wanted
to shoot a good number."
The Falcons will compete
in their final tournament of
the fall season next weekend
Columbus, Ohio at the AllOhio Invitational.
Following the fall season,
the golf team will resume
play on March 5th, 2010 at
the Rio Verde Invitational in
Arizona.

Conference, the Chippewas
are allowing just 198.7 passing yards and 15.9 points per
From Page 6
game.
"That's being a good, experi"They have a very good
enced quarterback," Clawson defense," Wright said. "The
continued later. "And it's a cred- secondary is pretty good."
it to Adrian and Chris and the
While Wright said he has
other guys to step up and make ultimate respect for everything
plays."
Barnes has done this season, it
Those two will have to was Barnes who paid the betcontinue making plays this ter compliment to his fellow
Saturday as Central Michigan receivers.
comes to town. With the No. 1
"They're capable of doing just
defense in the Mid-American as well I am." Barnes said.

FOOTBALL

check us out online @

BG Views

.com

FALCONS vs. Provide
F1I1AY, OCTOBER 23 - 7:DBpm
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24 7
MSI ICE ARENA
The BGSU icers host the Friars in their first home series of the season
as part of Family Weekend 2009...be there!

^177-BGSU TICKET | BGSUFALCflNS C8M
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TOP-TEN

with scores of 79 and 81) respectively.
The only saving grace was that
nearly everyone else had similar
or worse difficulty, which meant
that the falcons score of 309 left
them in sixth-place, eleven shots
back of first-round leader Toledo,
and in reasonable position to
make a move.
"We certainly did not play well
at all on the first day." Winger
said. "We wen caught off-guard
by the flag locations, and on
these greens your iron play has
to be spot-on. If you are off by a
fraction, the ball could wind up
on the wrong side of the green
and you'd he in trouble."
"I certainly wasnot as prepared
as I could have been for the dil
ficulty of the greens on Monday."
Preston said, "It definitely took
me a while to adjust."
The whole team seemed
to adjust nicely on day two.
There was Preston's 73. which
could have easily been lower.
Schneider and dates matched
numbers again, this time
with 74s. which earned them
joint-ISth, along with six others, at plus-nine for the tournament. Powers and Hewit also
Improved on their round one
totals. Powers improved six
shots to shoot 74 to finish tied
for 29th, while Hewit followed
up his 79 with a 78 and wound
up tied for 50th. In the end, BC
wound up eight shots behind

From Page 6
double bogey finish.
"For a while in the second
round. I was playing some of
my best golf in a long time," said
Preston, "To have it fall apart a
little hit down the stretch is disappointing."
Nevertheless, it was a fine
showing on a golf course that
inflicted misery on much of the
98-man field o\ er two days. The
main culprit was NCR Country
Club's wickedly undulating
greens that resulted in niany-athree putt. I here were even a
few four putts, and an almost
unheard ol five putt.
"Those were by far the most
intimidating set of greens we've
seen in a long, long time," said
coach Carry Winger, "You could
absolutely not leave yourself
with a downhill putt and expert
to get it close or make it."
"On a lot of holes. I had tenfooters for birdie and 1 was just
hoping to walk away with a par,"
Preston said. " That part was not
much fun at all."
The greens seemed to befuddle the entire falcon team on
Monday, which was reflected in
their scores. The low man on
day one was Preston at 76, Matt
Schneider and WeS dates turned
in matching 77s, and Parker
Hewit and lohn Powers came in

RHOADS

of the person or character,
hence why people don't
react the same way to every
situation.
It seems as though emotions are a balance between
physical and mental reactions. Without a physical
presence, humans can have
no mental reaction to the
emotion. Likewise, without
a mental reaction it seems
unlikely that a person is
capable of perceiving a physical/chemical reaction in the
body.
Stanley Kubrick showcases
this balance between the physical world and the mental world
within all of his films and distinguishes it as a bout between
good and evil and the inevitable truth that without one, the
other cannot exist.

From Page 4
adversity, and so on).
However, psychology suggests that instead of emotions
being a product of inherent traits, there are instead
a series of emotions from
which each person, or in the
case of a Kubrick film, each
character, "plucks" an emotion based upon a physical
reaction to the environment
in which they are based.
But then, emotions have
to be more than just a mental representation of physical or chemical changes in
the body, because certainly
fear causes more than just
an increased heart rate. So
then emotions must tell us
something more about the
human condition on a more
essential level. It could he
that emotions are indeed
a perception of changes in
the body and our reactions
showcase the inner psyche

Respond to Brie at

thenews9bgnews.com

n

Drew
Preston
Shot a 73 on the
second day of the
tournament.

Wes
Gates
Shot a 74 on the
second day of the
golf tournament.

eventual winner Hall St. and
three shot behind second-place
Toledo.
"Overall. I'm very happy with
how our guys fought back on
that second day on a very tough
setup." Winger said, "Our major
strength so far this year has
definitely been our consistency;
we've had at least 2-3 guys step
up every week."
With Dayton now behind
them, the falcons will have a
week off to think about sunshine and palm trees before
flying down to Port Meyers,
Pla., to close out the fall
season at the Renaissance
Invitational.
"I can speak for everybody
when I say we are excited to get
down there and enjoy some 80degree weather for a few days,"
Winger said.
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Tars' affirmatives
Licentious sort
Certain something
High martial arts
rank
Get ready to pray
1950s tennis great
Lew
Part of a range:
Abbr.
Inexact nos.
Whack anew
Beethoven's instrument
Nincompoop
"The Mammoth
Hunters" author

26 Inflicted upon
27 Collapsed company
chronicled in the
2005 documen5
tary subtitled "The
6
Smartest Guys in the
Room"
7
29 Club for smart guys
36
and girls
8
30 Alerted, as a doctor
9
32 Important
10
33 "Norma _"
34 Want-ad abbr.
«1
11
35 U.S. Army medal
12
36 Martha's Vineyard
47
natives, e.g.
13 Lith. et al., once
43 Gets as a return
15 French for "sword" 44 Prefix with sphere
16 _ Park: Queens
45 Book, to Bolivar
area near Forest
46 Express, as an opinHills
ion
22 Scold
47 Japanese aborigine
23 Boca _
48 Exam for a Wharton
24 Ollie North's '80s
Sch. hopeful
"affair"
49 Port on its own lake
25 "Divine Comedy"
50 No-frills beds
writer
51 Eins plus zwei
52 Gallic girlfriend
55 Title guy asked to "play a
53 Interest percentage
song for me." in a Byrds hit
54 Pop musician from
57 Cause of many traveling
County Donegal
delays
56
Constitution
58 Afternoon socials
59 Davis of "Do the Right Thing"
60 Words before ghost or doctor
ANSWERS

■

ACROSS
THE POWERS: !,.hn Powers finished lied foi 29lh in the tournament

H

1
2
3
4

15

1 Many a Yemeni
5 _ Rouge
10 Sch. support groups
14 ""This can't be true!"
17 25-Across's WWII command
18 Algae on ihe beach
19 Semaphore user's output
20 " Blu Dipinto Di Blu": 1958 hit
21 Implement
22 Nursery bed
25 WWII general who became pres.
28 Devilish lot
31 Scorned notion
37 Oil and vinegar concoction
38 "Back off!"
39 SASE. e.g.
40 Forever and a day. facetiously
41 Not much
42 Spoken
46 Terminal-to-hotel transport
48 Kind of fingerprint or code
51 "Is it worth the risk?"
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Help Wanted
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419-372-6977
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Employees needed to perform light
production work w/ flex hours. Must
work at least 15 hrs per week, can
be FT, many BGSU students work
here, easy walk from campus. Pay is
&7.30/hr. Pick up an application at:
Advanced Specialty Products, Inc.
426 Clough St. Bowling Green. OH.
'BARTENDING1 up to S300A)ay No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174

STUDENT WORK
$14.25 base-appt. Ilex hours,
training provided, gain experience in
customer sales/service, all ages 18+,

Thr BCi Nevtt will noi tjtowlngly accept
advrrTlwment* that diicnmtnalc. or
encourage dbcilmliiatlun again*! an*
Individual or group on the basl* of race,
M-X. color, creed religion, national origin,
sexual orientation, diiubillty. itatui as a
veteran, or on tin- basis of any other legally
protected sintua.

3 n

3

D N 3
N O a

Help Wanted

Need CASH for your GUITAR,
BANJO. BASS or MANDOLIN
that you don't play anymore?
Contact me at e-mail:
garbonzoguitars@yahoo.com

BG
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For Rent

call 419-740-7299 ASAP!

Ihe (Ml New* reserves the right 10decline,
discontinue or revise any advertisement
*uch u those found to be defamatory
lacking in factual basis, misleading or false
in naiurc. All advert iMUkHUl are tutyect
to editing and approval.

BBELA
From Page 4
profits. Profit ;md benefits go to
Campus Events
the few while tile people in these tar
flung countries who hove never even
seen an iPbd are probably in some
UAO Movie Showing Tonight.
dingy mine somewhere, toiling so I
9:30pm @ Union Theater:
can have a phone to text my buddy Harry Potter S the Hall Blood Prince
I1iilti|). Someone n$it now is facing
the band aid of a gun or just liad
their village torched so that I can have
tliat new electronic accessory It's not
our fault this is happening but we are
.ill | k111ii i| ui its in this age-okl culture APARTMENTS
of greed and profit margins.
* Apartments Available *
Uliy should we care if it has nothing to do with us and doesn't threaten
* Minutes from BGSU *
our own cxistcncc?TTic truth is. at the
rate we are going pure human greed
• Pet friendly cornmunity *
is guiding how we treat each other.
1 don't want to preach, but
* Gas included «
nations of the world, including
developing nations, need to not
SPECIAL RATES
lose sight of the fact that makFOR OCTOBER!
ing a profit isn't always worth
Located at:
it when only a few reap the
benefits.
300 Napoleon Road
Respond in Mama at
in Bowling Green

Direct Care Openlngtl Wood Lane
Residential Services, Inc is looking
lor positive, patient people to provide
care to individuals with developmental disabilities. Will provide personal
care & help w/ daily living skills.
Flexible schedules - full time, pan
time. & sub positions available.
$9 -S13 18/hr based on exp.
Positions require High School
Diploma or GEO and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening. Obtain application from
WLRS. 545 Pearl St. Bowling Green.
Monday-Friday, 8:00am-4:00pm.
or download application at
www.v
E.O.E.

"Now signing 10-11 sy leases, Ig
houses- Wooster/ ask about tree Int.
Cartyrentals com/ 353-0325, 9a-9p.
•3 bdrm home low as 599.00,
2 blocks fr univ, also 1/1/10-2 apts,
Eff+Rms low as $225, see
Cartyrentals com.353-0325 9a-9p
All new kitch cabs & tile Itoors, quiet
2 BR duplex, kitchen/dinette, living
rm $450/mo. Call 419-654-5716.
Apt avail immediately, 1-4 people,
sub-lease to 4/30/10, near BGSU
$470/mo. call 419-271-0365

www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

VILLAGE

iheneuis9bgnews.com
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Cold Beer at State Min. Prices!
(419)352 9259
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Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2010-2011
H^- • We have Efficiencies, 1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
r/
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY TO IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

V/nomnncoiMiwfKiwMiio.'Jvai'

319 E. Wooster Stretf. Bowling (Jrren, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 lo 5:30 • Saturday • 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Across from ALDI
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Celebrating Halloween not limited to kids
AHDYOURIEl
SPECIAL SECTIONS

Trick or (real.

This might be one of the first phrases
that children leant and, quite possibly,
one of the most rewarding.
What could be better than ringing a neighbor's doorbell, beckoning
the battle cry for candy, praying they
are not "those people" who hand out
coins or some other cheap novelty
item and receiving several tasty sweet
treats for free?

I always enjoyed Halloween as a
young kid. I remember dressing up in
the then-popular costumes like Mario,
a Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle and a
hockey player and then unique costumes like Rock\' the Ilying Squirrel,
which will go down as my all-time
favorite costume.
And I grew up in die process. It
takes a lot of courage for a 5-year-old
to approach a complete stranger and
ask for candy, which goes against the
rule parents have hammered since the
beginning of time: Do not take candy
from strangers.
'Irick-or-treating also lets a child be
alone for one of the first times in their
lives to experience the real worid, or

Pop culture icons
and mishaps provide
creative costumes
By Michelle Olmstead
Reporter

Whether you are planning to hit
up a Halloween party or heading for
a spooky night out, the costume you
choose says a lot about you.
For those still struggling to decide
on the perfect persona to take on,
here are a few suggestions to get you
started:

Star Trek:
The new Star Trek movie should spark
some nostalgic costume ideas Whether you're
a Klinqon or an Enterprise officer, costumes
are available lor around $20 at Wal-Mart and
also at other department stores. They can
be for both men and women, and come in a
variety of colors. Also, don't forget the accessories1

Michael Jackson:
With the passing of the King of Pop. you
can bet there will be a few moon walking icons
strolling about But is it too soon'

Twilight-inspired:
Vampires and werewolves were always
Halloween-esgue anyway, but with the added
hype of the popular movie series, you can bet
there will be a fen.tlWw&iilJ'JBtous run- .

ning around on the big night

Naughty animals:
Sexy lingerie with some sort of cute animal
aspect seems to always be acceptable for
college-aged students. As Lindsay Lohan
pointed out in "Mean Girls." "Halloween is the
one night a year when a girl can dress like a
total slut and no other girls can say anything
about it." Take advantage of this
Of course this rule can apply to guys too.
Senior Brian Metzget is contemplating going
as either a "sexy giraffe," or a "sexy mummy."
Really, the sexy factor can be applied to most
anything.

Couple/group ideas:
Taylor Swift and Kanye West: This one
might be a little tough, but it s definitely
entertaining Have one person dress in black
with big sunglasses and carry a microphone.
This person should interrupt people all night,
saying, "IMA LET YOU FINISH'" A second
person should wear a glittery dress with glamorous hair, carry around a trophy (any trophy)
and have a shocked/horrified expression for
most of the night
Graduate student Annie Fiehrer said she
has a group of guy friends who are dressing
up as the "Village People" A couple of other

about as real as it can get for someone
at such a young age. There is no better
feeling than your parents setting you
free to roam the streets of your neighborhood to collect candy (or maybe it
was just too cold for your mother to
come and your father just wanted to
watch two innings of the World Series
in peace).
It was fun celebrating Halloween
throughout my adolescence, but once
1 entered high school and then college,
I figured it was time to grow up and
stop celebrating.
1 was wrong.
There are so many good feelings
about Halloween that I never want to
forget, even at 22 years old.

I love carving out the top stump of a
pumpkin, charging my hand straight
through its heart and pulling out the
"pumpkin guts" and seeds to carve a
spooky jack-o'-lantem.
I enjoy buying candy and sitting at
the doorstep, anticipating the younger
generation approaching me to ask for
candy. It only felt like yesterday I was
in their shoes and costumes. Now, 1
like what's on the other side of that
ghostly path.
To me, the best feeling of Halloween
is dressing up Last year was the first
time in a long time that I was fully
decked out in a costume I went as a
pirate with all the accessories: a white
puffy shirt, black floppy hat, boots.

a sword and even mascara around
my eyes. Boy, did the checkout lady
at Walgreens give me a second look
when I purchased the mascara.
While students and community
members might be too old to go trickor-treating — I won't judge you if you
come to my apartment begging for
candy—you are never too old to relive
your childhood by dressing up and
enjoying the holiday.
I^t. miss out on the good times cele
braring 1 know! will partake in Halloween
this year and each one following.
And if you run out of candy, the next
best option isn't coins. Stick a copy of
this issue in those pumpkin pails, which
is truly a healthy and insightful treat

Local bars serve up specials during Halloween
By Andrew Ferr
Reporter

Halloween is a time for most kids to
dress up and get free candy. But for
college students, ifs often just another
excuse to party, andtheCla-Zelwillbe
the Halloween host.
The Cla-Zel will enhance the traditional Halloween promotions bars
hold such as drink specials and costume contests throughout the night,
making the bar one of the biggest

Halloween parties in Bowling Green.
Since its transformation to a multientertainment venue and bar in 2008,
the ( I, i A ■ I has been a popular bar for
students and it hopes to continue that
for Halloween.
This year the Cla-Zel will hold its
"Bloody Banquet" beginning at 5 p.m.
Oct 31. There will be a S3 cover charge
for anyone under 21 before I am or
anyone not in costume.
Kendall Carter, Cla-Zel event coordinator, planned all the Halloween

festivities and is expecting the night to
be a great time for everyone
"We're definitely going to have the
biggest and best Halloween party in
BG," Carter said
Carter said that during happy hour
(5 pjn. to 10 pm), the bar will feature
Halloween-themed drink specials
such as Bloody Marys, "Bloody Brain"
shots and "Martinis with a Surprise"
See BARS | Page 6

aumee's Terror-Town among several local
haunted houses providing spooks and chills
By Mil Feldmann
Reporter

If you are looking for a good scare
this Halloween, there are many
options for haunted houses surrounding Bowling Green.
One close haunted house to
the city, Terrortown, is located
in Maumee at the Lucas County
Fairgrounds. This is one of the
most eerie haunted houses in the
Northwest Ohio area, mostly due
to a makeshift 1900s train taking
thrill seekers from a frightening forest back to the house with plenty of
scary stops along the ride.

PHOTO PROVIDED By TEP.P.0P.T0WN NET

Freshman Samantha Lopez took
the ride for her first venture, but
will make sure to purchase another
ticket from the unforgettable ride.
"Terrortown was very gory and
disturbing, but so much.fiui tu go

through," she said. "I like haunted
houses because they get me in (he
spirit for Halloween."
Along with the train ride, Lopez
experienced Ghostly Manor, which
has monsters and ghosts popping
out of a three-dimensional movie
screen theater.
Terrortown has a couple new
attractions sure to scare veterans o(
haunted houses.
A new addition to the popular
"House of the Dead" within TerrorTown is the Hell-evator. The HellSee HOUSES | Page 6
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Pumpkin patch provides pumpkins,
lasting family memories and fun

All parts of
pumpkin perfect
for preparing
Pumpkin meat: don't be
alarmed; It's not real meat.
One of the most uselul parts of the pumpkin is its meat - that fleshy, potato like part
that's right underneath the skin

If I could have dinner wilh anyone, dead
or alive, I'd invite Jesus, Conan O'Brian
and the guy who woke up one day and
decided to start a global phenomenon of
people, companies, schools and governments using the phrase, "going green."
I'd ask him how he came up with the
simple, yet poignant phrase that seems to
be on the tip of everyone's tongue these
days.
I'd probably also ask him if he'd like
some ice for the giant lump I just pounded
onto his face. Jesus and Conan would
have to combine their powers to restrain
me from continuing the inevitable beat
down of this color-punny individual.
Now. I'm not saying I don't love the
environment, or that I don't think that
each of us should do our part.
You're talking to the kid who owns only
glass Tupperware.
But. should I hear the phrase "going
green" or any variation of the sort including the use of a green color scheme
to illustrate environment-related topics on
TV. the Internet or magazines - one more
time, don't be surprised to see me in the
blotter for littering. On purpose. In front
of a puppy. Outside of a convent. Just to
make a statement.
Since it is about as likely for me to avoid
hearing this gut-wrenching phrase as it
would be likely for me to break out my
extensive Pog collection after 1996.1 have
come up with a plan.
For my own sanity, instead of "going
green" this Halloween season. I'm "going
orange." That is. I will be looking for ways
to reduce my carbon footprint that doesn't
involve emerald, olive, lime or jade.
And the best way to "go orange" this
Halloween is to use all or that pumpkin
you so hilariously carved to look like it
was drinking a beer-from the meat to the
seeds to the gross brain-like goop

To make sure it's safe to eat. use only
washable markers when desiqning your jacko'-lantern's face.
Once Jack' has sat on your stoop for long
enough (and if you're going to eat the pumpkin. I wouldn t recommend leaving him out
for too long), cut up the km into manageable
chunks. Put the chunks skin side up in a baking pan with about 1/2 inch of water to keep
the flesh moist.
Bake at 450 degrees until soft and scoop
the meat away from the skin.
Now, you can use this roasted pumpkin for
pie. cookies or a personal favorite, pumpkin
pancakes.

Seeds: Sure you can plant 'em,
but you're not a farmer, are you?
I. Love. Pumpkin. Seeds.
More than popcorn or any other small.
salty, snack that can easily be eaten with your
hands.
To make these, soak fresh seeds in a bowl
of warm salty water (or a few hours.
Scatter them on a baking dish and spray
with butter or oil. You can just salt them or
you can get creative with spices. I personally
love them with butter, brown sugar and cinnamon.
Pop the seeds into a 450-degree oven and
wait until you can smell the spices develop.
Mostly just watch for that magical golden
brown color.

Goop: more uses than simply
making your jack-o'-lantern
look like it's throwing up
Yeah. You can totally eat the goop.
The best way to put this ooey. gooey
pumpkin part to good use is to bring it to a
boil in a pot of water
Add other veggies to the pot for flavor,
not forgetting plenty of salt, pepper and your
favorite spices.
Once the water has boiled for 20 minutes
or so. drain the veggies and goop. making sure
to capture the broth that is left over.
This stock can be used lor soups and pastas
as a quick, vegetarian fix that is filled with flavor
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CRAZY CUTTING: Citizens carve their
pumpkin creatures at Saturday's Halloween
Fun Festival at the historical museum

Pumpkin carving
festival creates
a sense of
community an
creativity
By Bradford Milltr

The demand for pumpkins is on
the rise as Halloween approaches.
But with many different options
ranging from store bought to hand
picked, the proper pumpkin picking
place can be hard to spot.
If one is particular about his or her
pumpkin purchasing, a short drive
outside city limits would be hcneficial to find that gorgeous oval orange
gourd.
The family-owned Pumpkin
Peddler, located on North Dixie
I lighway three miles north of Bowling
Green, is a place for families to pick
their own personal pumpkins while

"... they can experience
traipsing through a

field."
Jenny Gill | Pumpkin patron

starting new I lalloween traditions.
Acting as a Christmas tree fann for
part of the year, die fields arc wellknown for their pumpkins In the fall.
Wife of one of the owners Heva
Johnson helps operate the Pumpkin
Peddler. She said many families enjoy
going to the pumpkin patch for more
See PATCH | Page 7

Ben Franklin
^<^YOUR PARTY SUPPLY SOURCE Q&

Reporter

On a quiet country road northwest
of campus lies the Wood County
I ustorical Museum hostingit'seighth
annual Halloween Fun Festival.
The festival gives people throughout Wood County a chance to enjoy
each other's company while carving
pumpkins in honor of the holiday
and fall season.
Many of the residents look forward to the experience every year.
Chris Smalley, the coordinator of
the festival, craves the celebration.
"I love the chance to get together
with family and friends." Smalley
said. "It's one of those things that
really relaxes you and allows you to
escape from daily routine and work.
It's just a good time."
For residents interested in carving,
they do not even need to provide
a pumpkin. The WCHM offers 10inch diameter pumpkins ready to be
made into the friendliest, or spookiest, jack-o-lantems.
The festival also provides seasonal
snacks and drinks, including apple
cider.
lo Sipes, a Wood County resident,
agrees the festival is a fun and entertaining way to enjoy the Halloween
See CARVING | Page 6

We have all the
decorations
and sweets you
need to make
this Halloween
a special treat!

Fall & Halloween
Party Supplies

Halloween Candies
by the pound

Special
Show Student ID
and get

20% discount
on any regular priced
Fall or Halloween
merchandise.
Main St I 419-352-3389
pen evenings until » pm
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11: Red Cap
Rifler
Kreisher
Compton-Darrow
Hall: Boy in red
cap approaches the
main desk counter,
stares at workers and
then vanishes when
someone tries to talk
to him.

GHOSTS CAMPED
OUT ON CAMPUS

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

1: Creepy Children

2: Shadow People

3: Old Maid

Offcnhau«r East: Children are known
to run through the halls and bang on
the doors at night.

Offenhauer West: Room 216 is
haunted by shadow people who appear
in the dark of the evening.

McDonald West:
This might be the
most useful ghost:
she has been known
to clean up messy

4: Janet
Alpha Xi D.IU:
She haunts her
former room (200).
Computers and
electric gadgets will
sporadically turn on
and off. Banging and
typing noises can
be heard from her
unoccupied room.

10: Janitor's
Ghost
Rodgers Hall:
In 2002. a janitor
thought he spotted a
female student passing him during winter
break. She then
disappeared.

9: Kid Ghost
Joey
Kohl Hall: The
child of a bakery
accident is known
for moving coins to
different pieces of
furniture in a room.

5: Alice

8: Alice and The Man in Tan

7: Various Spirits

6: Former female student

University Hall: Both ghosts haunt
the theaters making sure current
students honor their presence.

Mostly Hall: Where the old University
museum was. several spirts are thought
to have moved objects around campus.

Shatzvl Hall: Former coed who previously lived in the hall is still recognized
and respected by secretaries.

Prout Hall (now
the Union): When
two students tried
to tape a Lifesaver
on Alice's portrait,
the ring flew to
the ground, loudly
enough for secretar-

Campus home to spooky surroundings
Ghost of a children's past steals pocket change
while happily haunting residents of Kohl Hall

Ghost tour allows students to creep around University to find haunted habitats
By Allison Bor9>h
Report*

Watch out, Casper — /Mice, Janet and
The Man in Tan are the ghosts who
haunt this campus, and they're not
always friendly,
The stories of these and other
University specters were told Oct.
16 on the seventh annual ghost tour
given by former University student
Peter Kuebeck and sponsored by the
I Ionors Student Association.
Kuebeck led 20 students to seven
stops on the tour, including Kodgers
Quadrangle, Kohl I fall. University I lall
and the Alpha Xi Delta house.
The students were all ears when the
gn>up reached University Hall, which
Kuebeck called "spook central." The
hall is home to two of the most famous
University ghosts, Alice and The Man
in Tan.
"Legend has it that Alice was a student at BGSU in the 1920s and had

0

Peter
Kuebeck
Returning as leader
of campus ghost tour
for his seventh year

either been ... accidentally killed by
fallen scenery during a play or... in a
car crash on her way back to receive a
best actress award," Kuebeck said.
In order to keep Alice happy,
Kuebeck said stage managers in the
Eva Marie Saint Theatre must officially invite her to every performance.
Someone must also leave her tickets for each show and keep a solitary
"ghost light" lit for her.
"And if they don't do these things,
watch out — she's been kind of known
to get a little antsy and a little cranky
if things aren't done just so," Kuebeck
said, adding that Alia' has been said to
bum out lights and cause nails to fall
out of scenery when she's angry.

Jenelle
Hesterman
HSA public relations
officer glad to have
participated in tour
The Man in Tan, another ghost
of the Eva Marie Saint Theatre, goes
straight to the source of his angst when
provoked, Kuebeck said.
"Supposedly, if a male cast member has been mean to a female cast
member backstage, there have been
reports of these young men being ...
shoved around by some presence that
has been ascribed to The Man in Tan,"
Kuebeck said.
Kuebeck said male cast members
can't help avoiding The Man in Tan.
"In life. The Man in Tan is supposed
to have frequently hung around the
hat room. And to this day, any male
See TOUR | Page 7

By Megan Woodward

Reporter
While staying up all night cramming for an exam is scary enough
for some students, an unwelcome
study partner could haunt residents
of Kohl Hall.
loey is a little boy who has transcended himself into a ghost and
has made his home in Kohl. But loey
is not the traditional spooky ghost
who haunts students. He has been
known to be friendly jokester.
Sophomore Tim lohnson has
studied on the legend of Kohl,
which includes loey's evolution into
a ghost.
"In the 1920s, where the Kohl
Kitchen stands today was a bakery," lohnson said. "The bakery was
owned by a family and their young
son loey."
lohnson said loey was playing in
• .

. .V
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the bakery one day and he fell into
one of the ovens. His spirit never left
the grounds.
"Joey is a friendly, mischievous
ghost because he is so little," lohnson
said. "He will move things around in
dorms and he is just a prankster."
Though students say they have
not seen loey this year, freshmen
Ryan Mock and lared Hillman claim
to have felt his sneaky doings.
"The first time we encountered
loey was when 1 found a penny in
the middle of the floor," Hillman
said. "1 didn't think anything of it and
1 just put it on to the dresser."
Hillman left for about ten minutes and when he came back the
penny was on the futon.
"Again, 1 didn't think much of it
when I threw it back onto the dressSee JOEY | Page 7
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Trick or treating is just one more fun
activity for kids that adults must give up

Students entitled to have fun roaming
around in a costume collecting candy

Goodwill

LEVIJOSEPH
WONDER
COLUMNIST

ll was about this time of year, and I had just entered middle school,
oh so many years ago. I remember that it seemed a bit late into the
season to be starling on the project, but I was just beginning to worry
about what I would be wearing lor a Halloween costume.
Having just entered middle school. I was unfamiliar with what was
and wasn't still "cool." so I began to ask what others would be dressing
up as for their night of revelry. Instead of answers. I just got laughed at
For days this went on, and each time I grew more and more hesitant
to ask until I finally took the most drastic of measures I went and asked
my mother. She told me something that, to this day. is on par with
learning the truth about Santa Claus or the Easter Bunny I learned that
it was no longer all right to trick-or-treat.
To say I was devastated was a bit of an understatement
But as I sat back and thought about this, it actually made a lot of
sense. It wasn't so much the dressing up part that was frowned upon,
but instead the begging for candy.
I'm going to be honest. I would much rather buy a crappy costume
from a thrift store
Not because you can get a better costume on the cheap, which you
can. but because you can take the money you save and buy mote candy
then you would have gotten by begging. Oh. and you get to choose the
candy that you get instead of what your cheapskate neighbors happen
to pick up from Wal-Mart
And if you honestly think about it. there is something a bit creepy
about young adults over the age of 12 going around knocking on doors
and asking for candy. Anything older than that age and. it isn't cute, but
creepy instead.
Oh, and if you do it any other night of the year, there are only a few
other possibilities of what can happen You have the door slammed in
your face, or you have the police called on you or you get kidnapped.
I don't know about any of you. but these all sound like very bad things
tome
I will agree that as college students, any free food we can get is
always a plus, but if it is really that bad, you can always just go to get
the 'Jesus Burgers" that are cooked on Wooster Street some Friday
nights or just go to one of the many campus organization meetings

f
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During our college years, we young adults tend to outgrow certain habits of our youth. And in some cases, it's a crying shame that
we let go of these goofy ways of childhood.
Legos are stored in the basement, never to see the light of day
ever again. Old VHS tapes and DVDs of cartoon shows sit unused
on storage shelves. And costumes of previous Halloween nights
are cast away into musty boxes, condemned to rot in cardboard
prisons.
1

I say. liberate your costumes and use them for all they're worth

This year, dare to be different!
Create your own unique costume.

ENTIRE OUTFITS FOR UNDER $10

It's Scary!
The best selection for the

Namely, for the effortless acguisition of candy, willingly distributed by people sitting on their front porches amidst giant bags ol

BEST PRICES!

the stuff

NORTHWEST OHIO GOODWILL STORES:

I am amazed by how few college students actually go trick-ortreating. Aren't we students supposed to be smart or something?
Apparently not We pass up free candy so that we may instead
roam freely around Main Street in search of adult beverages and
good times.

BOWLING GREEN
1058 N. Main Si.
DEFIANCE

I propose a merging of these two separate approaches lo
Halloween fun. Instead of pursuing either candy or downtown hi
jinx alone, students should first acguire free sugary treats, followed
by roaming about downtown Bowling Green until the wee hours of
the morning.

FINDLAY

What could be better than free candy and downtown party
madness in the same night?

230 Lagrange St.

The only thing standing in the way of such a potentially good
time is self-consciousness It happens.

2616 Woodville Rd. (Great Eastern)

For the most part, the college kids who actually do go out and
collect free candies by the light ol the moon are met with criticism
and scorn from their peers.

820 N. Locust SI.

Disapproving words and harsh statements are commonly directed towards anyone age 16 or older who goes trick-or-treating.
Believe me. I know

1005 N. Clinton St.

7430 Timber stone Dt.
NAPOLEON

NORTHWOOD

OTTAWA

TIFFIN
186 S. Washington St.

TOLEDO
525 Cherry Si.

So. if you're one of those types that wants free candy but is very
concerned about keeping your identity a secret, there is no need for
worry. Halloween costumes come in all shapes and sizes, with many

4638 Monroe Si.
2021S. Reynolds Rd.

accessories and features to boot
See SULLIVAN | Page 7

See WONDER | Page 7

9am - 8pm Monday Saturday Noon 5pm Sunday
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CARVING
From Page 3

season.
'Coming to carve pumpkins is a
peal way lo express your creativity."
Si|K's said, who is returning to the fesliviil for her sixth year. "Not only thai,
you never know what's going to happen, it's always a great surprise."
Smaller also talked about how Ihe
event provides the tools necessary
for pumpkin carving. He also said he
would often kivp an eve out for anything new and unique lo carve pumpkins with.
Since we all look forward lo this, I
figimxl why not make it more interesting by adding some new tools that
give teller desipi options and creale more convenient ways of cutting
pumpkins," he said.
His most recent tools are small
melon hallers. dry wall cullers and various smaller tools for more Intricate
designs.
Tools, like the melon bidler. allow
residents to create deeper gouge
marks in the pumpkin, creating a
more personal touch. Ihe drywall cutler creates an easier way to cut open
Ihe lop slump out and the body of
the pumpkin, giving ihe more elderly
participants a convenient way lo enjoy
carving and desipiing.

The warn! and happy atmosphere
of the carving seemed to be infectious,
tople seemed lo really be enjoying
not only Ihe event, but tin* fun and
sense of community ii gave them,
from the looks of the smiles, whether
people or pumpkins, ihe Halloween
fun festival looks as if it will be around
for many more years lo come

One of the more predominant
pumpkins came from first-time
attendee Abby Smalley and her
grandmother Tina Smalley. The two
were in the process of creating a
"cat-o-lantern". and seemed to be
enjoying every minute of it.

Spray paint a cardboard box. This idea
works better if you do it with two or more
people. Walk around in a group and make it so
your boxes fit together
And if you're looking for a really cheap
costume, theres always the classic option of
cutting eye holes in a bed sheet Lame. yes.
but cost effective

Inappropriate, but
awesome:
Two different college students suggested
this clever, yet semi disturbing idea; one of
them actually used it last year
1) Gel a white garbage bag. 2) Cut arm
holes and a hole for your head. 3) Write
"DOUCHE" on the front.
No explanation necessary

•
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-Cut the lop oi the pumpkin oil and qut
the inside
-Using a marker, trace the design that is
desired
-Using a screwdriver or another smaller
object, gouge deep lines into the sketched
cat design
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-Cut out the nose and eye areas ol the
pumpkin
-Light a candle and place n in the pumpkin
and then reattach the top section.

From Page 2

Tetris pieces:

From Page 2
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Instructions for creating a "cat-o-

BARS

Wear all black clothing and then tape
random articles of clothing all over your body.
Viola: You are static cling.

HOUSES

lantern" according to the Smalley's

From Page 2

Cleverly Cheap:

STIRRING THE WITCH'S POT

A simple carving how to:

COSTUMES
friends ate going as the "Sham-wow guy" and
"Billy Mays."

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

I he bar will also serve a special
non-alcoholic drink called "The
Graveyard."
Beginning at 5 p.m., the Cla-Zel
will be showing horror films on the
movie screen all night. Carter said
these will mosl likely include John
Carpenter's original "Halloween,"
"Psycho," "The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre," "The Amiryville Horror"
and "The Shining."
At midnight, the Cla-Zel staff
and associates will perform a short
live skit on stage appropriate for
Halloween.
Also at midnight, judging for ihe
four different costume contests will
begin. There will be awards for best
original costume, best movie costume, best group costume and best
male/female couples costume.
The prize for the best group costume will be given out earlier, as the
prize will include VIP area seats for

ANDREA FEHl

THE BG NEWS

GONE FISHIN': ;tacVtopdupaiKtywithavWch'sb(Oorimk.ayoungl^
matehftcaukjonojnng Satuiday'sHaioweenFunFestwl at the Vfood County Hktorcal Museum

the night. There will also be opportunities throughout the night for
people to get their pictures taken in
their costumes.
Banan Alkilani, director of public relations for the Cla-Zel, is also
excited about Halloween. He said
events like the Halloween party arc
what make the Cla-Zel unique.
"Continuing to do different things
like theme parties attract different
people and genres to the Cla-Zel,"
Alkilani said. "We're always changing."
Uptown/Downtown
The Cla-Zel won't be the only hot
spot Halloween night as Uptown/
Downtown will also be featuring its
annual costume contests.
Uptown/Downtown hosts costume competitions each year and
Assistant Manager Cliff Reeves said
the bar is known for having great
costume parties on Halloween. On
Oct 27, the bar will be giving out
a $500 cash prize to the top three
costumes.

Then on Halloween night, a $700
cash prize will be given out along
with free T-shirt.
"The better the costume, the better your chances are of winning the
top prizes," Reeves said. "We're usually packed both nights and this year
should be no exception."

SOME SPECIALS
AT THE BARS
HALLOWEEN
NIGHT

evator reaches multiple stories
draped with skeletons and creatures
covered in blood creeping toward
defenseless humans.
An adult ticket price for TerrorTown ranges from $11 to a $25 VIP
speed pass.
"The Asylum" lets patrons walk
around an abandoned building
where experiments were previously
operated on deceased "patients." As
you walk through "The Asylum,"
one gels a sense of being constantly
watched while the undead lurch
around each corner.
For those who are scared easily,
do not fear, the characters and monsters are not allowed to touch you.
If humans survive through this,
"The Last Ride" will literally let you
experience your own death. While
laying back in a coffin, you are taken
through a virtual world with semimutilated bodies shrieking to send
shivers down your spine.
Terror-Town pleases the tough
adolescenl crowd who can seem too
brash to admit they are scared.
"1 like Terror-Town because it is
fun to go when it is raining out," said
Ben Smith, Maumee resident.
Sm it h plans to revisit Terror-Town
when it rains due to the precipitation complimenting the haunted
atmosphere.
"IThe rain] really enhances the
scary feeling," he said.
Terror-Town (Friday, Saturday
and Sundays until Nov. 1; $11$25)
Terror-Town offers a vanely of spooky
experiences lor those who love Halloween.
Train of Terror and Haunted Engine House
in Findlay (Fridays and Saturdays. 8-1I.S6).
The Train of Terror and Haunted Engine
House offer a ride through a thrilling, spooky
forest and concludes at the Haunted Engine
House

The Cla-Zel
-Four Costume Contests
-Bloody Marys. "Bloody Brain" shots.
"Martinis with a Surprise"
-Classic Horror Films All Night

Uptown/Downtown

The Haunting in Adrian,

Michigan (Fridays, Saturdays
and Sundays; $15 $25)
The Haunting also has a 3-D experience
giving humans ihe constant feeling of being
watched by the supernatural.

-Oct 21 Costume Contest • $500 cash
prize
-Halloween Night Costume Contest
$700 cash prize

For more information on haunted houses,
check out BGscene.com

HALLOWEEN HAUNT
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TOUR
From Page 4
during a show will unconsciously
walk faster while passing the hat
storage area, due to an unexplained
creepy feeling and a cold sensation,"
Kuebecksaid.
Sorority sisters in the Alpha Xi
Delta house have also experienced
uneasiness due to the ghostly presence of a former sister named Janet,
Kuebecksaid.
"She especially enjoys messing around with electrical gadgets."
Kuebeck said. "Computers and music
will come on randomly; phones will
ring, but when you pick them up
there's nothing but static; the TV will
come on all by itself... tapes will eject
themselves from VCRs."
lanet is rumored to have been
heard playing the piano, making
banging noises and typing in her old

JOEY
From Page 4
er," he said. "When 1 walked out
again and came back, the penny was
sitting right next to my closet"
Several reasons could be behind
the penny incident, but Hillman
believes it was Joey.
"Before lared and I went to bed
one night we were making fun of
Joey," Mock said. "When we laid
down around 2:13 |a.m.|, our phone

PATCH
From Page 3
than just turning them into jack-o-lantems.
But pumpkins aren't the only attraction for families. The farm also hosts
hay wagon rides through the pumpkin
patch, the maze of pumpkins (a tiny
area of small pumpkins for children to
run through) and other family activities.
lohnson even helps run a day care at
the farm for families, which is perfect
for patrons such as lenny Gill.
For Gills' sons, Tanner, 9, and Trevor,
7, going to the patch means more than
just buying a pumpkin. It is about seeing a different side of life.
"Everything just can't be found in a
store," Gill said.

bedroom, Kuebeck said.

believe them.

Kuebeck told stories about
unnamed, ghostly presences on campus as well They included female students who wander the halls in Shatzel
Hall and Rodgers, a maid who cleans
messy rooms in McDonald West and
a 14-year-old boy, Joey, who watches
sleeping students in Kohl.
lenelle Hestetman, HSA public
relations officer who helped coordinate the event, was impressed by the
number of campus ghosts Kuebeck
mentioned.
"I did not realize how many socalled haunts there were," Hesterman
said. "I only knew about Alice. And so
I was actually really surprised by the
number of ghost stories and legends
and stuff that seemed to involve most
of the buildings."
Kaylin Atkinson, a senior on the
tour, said she had also heard stories
about Alice and The Man in Tan prior
to the tour, and she said she tends to

"I think some of them are pretty
real," she said. "I mean, I've never
experienced anything on campus,
but from what I've heard from a lot
of... people in the theater program,
they really seem like they were true."
lenny llartman, a freshman and
HSA member, wasn't so sure about
the reality of the legends.
"I don't really believe in this kind of
stuff, so it was kind of interesting to
hear about it," she said. "I guess you
have to experience it to believe it"
Kuebeck, who started giving the
tours eight years ago as a University
junior and vice president of HSA, said
the event is about more than degrees
of belief in the stories.
"Whether or not they're true or not
I guess really doesn't matter," he said.
"What 1 think is the most fun about
them is it adds to campus folklore....
The inside information, that's always
fun to have as a student."

just starts going off saying'Please set
the date and time, please set the date
and time'"
However, when Hillman and
Mock got out of bed to see what
was causing the noise, it suddenly
stopped.
"When we climbed down our
loft beds as soon as my foot hit the
floor," Hillman said. "The sound just
stopped."
The two said this was a little strange,
but they went back to their beds.
"Right as my head hit the pillow,

the phone made that same sound
again," Hillman said. "I got so
freaked out, 1 unplugged the phone
and went to our friends' room across
the hall."
Legend says that Joey haunts all
floors of Kohl Hall. Hillman said students have mentioned on the first
and the third floors that Joey has
been there.
Students should watch out next
time when emptying their pockets.
Joey might want to take the rest of
their change.

"(Tanner and Trevor did] not grown
up in the country, so this way they can
experience traipsing through a field and
go out and find the perfect pumpkin
and cut it off the vine"
Gill said the boys already have gruesome plans for their pumpkins.
Tanner plans to make a booger-eating pumpkin, complete with expandable insulation to create makeshift
foam at the mouth, and Trevor was
looking for a pumpkin to depict a
scarred Frankenstein pumpkin that is
scaring smaller pumpkins.
lenny Gill and her family scour the
area, traveling to a different |xttch each
year, rarely going to the same place
twice to experience what all the different patches have to offer. The family
came the year before, but made sure to
return to have another great pumpkin
picking experience.

The Pumpkin Peddler also sells smaller pumpkins for pies. While the smaller
ones (including white pumpkins) are
used for food, the bigger pumpkins are
the premier ones for carving jack-olantcms. The pumpkins get as big as
the size of watermelons. They also offer
hand-painted pumpkins portraying
scary laces for those who don't have the
heart to carve into the pumpkin.
All sizes are available for purchase.
For those of the mind that bigger is
better, the Pumpkin Peddler has boasted a 56 pound pumpkin so far this
season and has had pumpkins up to 76
pounds in the past.
Pumpkin Peddler patrons even haw
Ihe chance to get their pumpkins free.
With one try per family, buyers can
guess the weight of their pumpkin. If
the guess is within a pound of the actual
weight, the pumpkin is on ihe house.
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WONDER
From Page 5
In this particular case, a creepy/scary/cute/
disgusting Halloween mask is your personal
Identity protector and ticket to free candy
Who's going to make fun ol you when
nobody knows who you are under that mask?
And (or those ol you who want to go free
candy hunting but lack the fiiends interested
in doing the same thing, costuming can solve
the problem.
Going it alone' Be Boba Fett Or Dracula
Or maybe even my good old buddy Satan
Lone trick-or-treaters must dress for the part,
and costumes of "I work alone" characters are
perfect for a solitary Halloween romp.
Extra points for scaring the hell out of little
kids while on the way to new houses
But if you are indeed going it alone, don't
dress as a Stormtrooper or a stereotypical
ninja-person Those characters always come
in droves and nobody wants to be a companion-less expendable grunt on Halloween

SULLIVAN
From Page 5
that occur on campus where they have free
pizza Who knows, you might even have fun
and find a new group of friends.
Finally, there are plenty of other activities
that can be done by college students instead

night.
And if you've got friends who are going
trick-or-treating, you have the proper costume and youie geared up for fun. you have
not a single excuse for passing up entire
pillowcases full of tooth enamel-decimating
sweets The battle plan couldn't be simpler
acquire candy, party hard, and enjoy destroying your teeth for the next three weeks
Why not. I ask you?
College is one of the last times in life
where it's still socially acceptable to do
creepy, scary, little-kid stuff Trick-or-treating
should be at the bottom of anyone's worry list
come Halloween night.
So. for the sake of indulging in a little-kid
activity once more - not to mention tons of
sugary goodness to exacerbate your inevitable hangover - go trick-or-treating The
free candy makes the entire venture more
than worth the potential embarrassment. It's
called college. Go have some fun
On second thought, forget Boba Fett
Darth Vader is much more appropriate for
Halloween night.

of going out trick-or-treating
There are several University-sponsored
activities that occur every year and for those
who are adventurous and old enough, there
are always good 'social gatherings" going on
around town.
No matter what you do. however, have fun
and be safe

check us out online @
WWW.

BGViews

com

TAKE A FRIGHTENING RIDE ON THE

BEWARE ©F WHAT LURKS IN THE

ii\I YI i ii I \u\i inn si:
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS
8PM- 11PM
$6
Take I-75 South to Exit 161, turn left at overpass,
look for us on your left side before Reineke Ford.
419-423-2995
www.nworrp.org/haunted

NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT!

HALLOWEEN HAUNT
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Hauntei Dining
Featuring the Haunted Dining Halls and the Haunted Outtakes
at Commons, Kravings, and Temptations!
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Coming Soon
K

Ld

October 26lh-30lh
Tuesday: McDonald Dinner

The flaunted Asylum
Wednesday: Kreischer Dinner

E
LJ

Thriller
Thursday: Founders Lunch & Dinner

Carnival of Souls
All Week: Falcon's Nest

Friday the 13th
t^CCCCCCCCL.
Witness the terrifying haunted dining, halls this Halloween. Visit our dining
halls to witness chilling decorations, Chilling menUS, prizes and more! Check out the

SCary menUS on our Website, if you dare! Visit our Specials page, print off a
coupon, and turn one in at each Dining Hall event to register for some great prizes!
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